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And contributions from International Thought Leaders, Experts and Legal Connoisseurs: Patrick J. McKenna, Richard G. Stock, Lindsay Griffiths, Heidi Merikalla-Teir
and Meera Klemola, Stephen J. Immelt, Mark A Smolik, Cash Butler and James
Johnson, Gloria Sánchez Soriano, Cherilyn Tan, Georgios Stathis, Ignaz Fuesgen,
Ibrahim Shehata, Colin Levy, Mauricio Duarte, Andrew Vorster and legal technologist
Leonardo Toco.

Business of Law

Humanity has been suffering several kinds
of impacts over the years in its many activities, motivated by the quick advances in
technology. Lots of traditional jobs and functions are being replaced by technology and
artificial intelligence, and it wouldn't be different in the Law sector. In this new era that
we live in, the Digital Era, there are many
technological revolutions happening every
day. In the Legal Sector, we find processes
optimization, which has the primary goal of
organizing petitions, and simplifying repetitive daily tasks. Technology has evolved to a
point where robots are being programmed to
search for certain processes and issues even
before the company is notified, increasing
the time and efficiency for solving problems
and taking strategic actions.
In this context, it is important for the Law
industry to innovate and stay close to the
changes in technology and to stimulate the

creation of a space that is open for debate
and promotes the exchange of new information. What can we do to contribute to this
new era?
The II Congress of Law, Government and
Technology, which will take place in Brasília
- Brazil, is the answer. The main purpose is
to recruit researches, government personalities, big companies and Lawtechs to discuss
the use of technology in the law and governmental sector. One of the Congress’s biggest objective is to motivate other universities and organizations to develop projects for
the future and to bring positive results from
this initiative.
Here in Brazil, the use of technology is recent, but the government is encouraging researches in this area, and seeking ways of
applying these advances in the legal sector.
This fact is increasing the stakeholder’s

interest, and the greatest proof is in the first
edition of the congress. Last year, it wasn’t expected for this event to become the biggest in
Latin America about this topic, gathering 800
attendants from the public service, law firms,
tech enterprises, banks and the special participation of 15 foreign speakers and 30 national
speakers. The event counted with huge support from important enterprises, causing the
congress to achieve great proportions.
The I International Congress of Law, Government and Technology published a book with
all submitted national and international articles.
For this year’s edition, it is expected over 1200
attendants, and the following topics are in the
agenda:
• A.I applied to Law
• Cyber Security
• E-discovery / Legal research

• Government technology
• Digital Law
• Artificial Intelligence: Real Life Examples
The main contributions to all the professionals
interested in attending the event is the possibility to participate in the construction of a
hub that allows the monitoring of initiatives in
the area of law and innovation in international
scale, affecting the areas of legislative production, market, cyber security, judicial, artificial
intelligence, digital law, open data, technology
in government, among others.In addition, all
students and professors of Law and Technology who are involved in a multidisciplinary way
have the possibility of greater integration and
networking, contributing intelectually with
each other’s projects and researches. The professionals involved can also create inter-national academic relations with various speakers from around the world.
Registration: please visit here.
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Innovation

Innovative Metrics To
Stimulate Innovative Action
By Patrick J. McKenna
At a recent gathering of firm leaders, while bemoaning the flat demand for legal services and
the increasing power of clients, one discussion centered around metrics – financial and performance-oriented measures. While we are all familiar with the usual billable hour, collections, matter profitability, and so forth, this discussion provoked me to think about some of
the more unorthodox, but vital metrics that I believe law firm leadership should ALSO be
looking at.
Here are a five unusual metrics that I think are worth taking a very serious look at in your
firm.
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Metric #1: Leadership Time Spent Exploring New Opportunities
If you are a firm leader, look at the issues that
are currently consuming your time.
I often ask of firm leaders a couple of questions that painfully illuminates where they
spend their time. First: “What proportion of
your time is spent solving problems versus
what proportion is spent on exploring new opportunities?” After a rather awkward reflection period, the answer I usually elicit is about
80% on solving problems and maybe 20% on
exploring opportunities.
I suspect that it is really more like 95% on
problems and 5% on opportunities, but let’s
analyze what their response infers. This
means that as the firm leader, you are spending 80% of your time and energy looking
backwards and fixing things, while only 20%
looking forward and creating things. Firms
operating in this mode will find it hard to lead
in their marketplaces.
So why does this happen? Well, it should be
obvious that most professionals are veteran
problem solvers. We are trained to resolve the
issues, put out the fires, correct the underperformance and generally “fix” the problem.
There is a powerful gravitational pull that unconsciously moves us toward fixing things instead of innovating; toward restoring instead
of increasing; and toward reacting rather than
being proactive.
We need to understand that fixing things,
while however noble, simply restores the prior
performance or condition, which is comfort-

able, but limits value. However, if your focus
is on improving the condition, on inspiring entrepreneurial endeavors, on being innovative;
then your intent is not on restoring the status
quo, but on developing a level of performance
that exceeds any previous standards.
There is a follow-up question I then pose. “Of
the time you spend on exploring opportunities, (remember it was reported to be 20% of
the total) how much of that time is directed
toward pursuing billable production, winning
the next big client engagement or responding
to a competitor, (the present) versus pursuing
the development of entirely new skills, new
services or lucrative new revenue streams (the
future)?”
Again, if I were generous in reporting what I
have learned, the average firm leader spends
about 60% of his or her time exploring present
opportunities and 40% on future opportunities.
This all drives an important point worthy of serious scrutiny: What kind of a future is likely to
be created by a firm leader spending ONLY
about 8% of his or her total leadership time and
energy focused on that future?
And this is the response I usually elicit in firms
that have a firm leader who spends ALL of their
available time on management matters!
Those spending less than full-time usually have
next to NO time for the future . . . except of
course, during that one-day, off-site, annual
planning retreat exercise. (AND, is it any wonder why so many of these retreat-generated
“strategic plans” are later found to be DOA –
dead on arrival?)
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Metric #2: Number Of New Revenue
Ideas, Practice Areas, and/or Client
Services Launched In The Past Year
At a meeting of partners I posed a number of
questions for the group to both express their
views and vote upon. One of the first statements that was posed was: “We are good at
identifying new areas of client demand and
establishing entirely new areas of practice and
specialized skill in advance of competing
firms.” I then asked the assembled partners to
identify, by virtue of electronic voting machines (secret vote), the relevant importance
to their firm of being able to establish new areas of practice in advance of competitors. No
surprise here, in that 92% of them identified
this as an important attribute to their future
success.
When I then inquired as to their feelings on
whether they were better than or worse than
their competitors at establishing new areas of
practice, 81.6 % scored themselves as “worse
than competitors.”
As I explored this further with a number of
subsequent queries, I asked the following ‘Yes’
or ‘No’ question: “Do you actually have an idea
for a new ‘niche’ area of client demand that
with some modest investment and nurturing
could become a lucrative new area of practice
sometime in the very near future?” Surprising
to any firm (but not to me as I’ve been asking
this question often enough) I will most always
elicit an answer of ‘Yes’ from a significant majority (anywhere from 54% to 71%) of partners.
In other words, these talented professionals in
your firm have some ideas and are most certainly aware of lucrative opportunities out
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there . . . but are they taking any specific
action on pursuing them?
I then ask: “How many of you, that answered
yes to having an idea for a new niche area have
shared that idea with someone on the firm’s
executive or management committee? Press 1
for Yes and 2 if your answer is NO.”
Of course all of you reading this know the
punch-line here. Most all of your colleagues
will affirm that they have NOT bothered to
share their wonderfully lucrative idea with
anyone in any position of responsibility. Any
why is that? Well, you may speculate on any
number of reasons but I usually conclude this
series of questions with: “Is there any formal
mechanism available to advance new ideas or
compensate those who might invest what
would otherwise be billable time in developing
new practices?” Both of these questions continue to receive a resounding “NO” by anywhere between 71.1to 93.4% of most partners.
Now what should seem obvious from this and
what I have learned is that innovation becomes much harder to stimulate when you are
swimming upstream against the currents of
firm processes that don’t exactly encourage it.
Structures and processes do make a difference.
They may not make innovation happen, but
they prepare the ground so that any innovative
ideas that exist will have some chance of getting a receptive hearing.
Attention is your most powerful management
tool. So if you want your professionals to focus on innovation, nothing speaks louder
about what is of bedrock importance than
where and how everyone chooses to spend
their time.

Metric #3: Number of Distinctive Attributes That Clients Actually Value
One of the most difficult questions that we all
face, that is sometimes articulated but always
on a prospect’s mind is: “Why should I choose
your firm (your practice group / you), what
makes you distinctive, and what specific
added-value do you bring to my particular
business matters . . . that I can not get anywhere else?”
Do notice those last seven, very discomforting
words as they go to the heart of – “so what
makes you so special?” And flowing from all
of this, to what extent have you fashioned a
credible, dignified and believable answer that
demonstrates how you are differentiated in a
way that clients may actually find valuable?
A curious irony is that most firms go to great
lengths to look like every other firm. In fact a
common reaction that I’m likely to elicit from
the management of any firm when first presenting a new market opportunity is: “Can you
please give us a list of the other firms which
are doing this.” Competitive advantage means
getting out in front, by focusing on some area
in which you can be unbeatable. By definition,
if you are doing what everyone else is, you
don’t have an advantage.
In answer to the question “Upon what basis is
your firm truly differentiated from your competitors?” partners respond, but only after taking some time for reflection. The typical response usually will include some reference to
our firm’s full breadth of services (and as you
read this, why not Google “leading full service
law firm” to see just how unique that is): our

high technical proficiency (like most clients
can actually measure that); and/or our client
service philosophy (and it is all too often just a
philosophy as there are very few that have any
measurable, consistent non-negotiable standards for how they will actually service their
clients)!
This pause for reflection is interesting. It
doesn’t suggest that the question came as a total surprise, as one that had never been asked
before; or that this is an issue that this partner
has not regularly considered. What it does
suggest is that despite any previous contemplation, a wholly satisfactory answer has NOT
been found and that a suspicion exists in the
mind of this partner that he or she is offering,
at best, only a superficial response.
There are relatively few critical questions that
successful practitioners and leaders need ask
of themselves, and ask of all of their partners:
• What are we best at?
• What are we demonstrably world-class great at?
• What makes us unique?
• How are we going to serve our clients in a way
that nobody else can?
• What “wow” new services can we offer?
• What are we going to do that will truly lead the
market?
And . . . successful firms don’t stop asking
these questions and they certainly don’t stop
even after getting a dignified answer.
Metric #4: Time Invested Growing Our
Individual and Collective Know-How
Every progressive law firm today is focusing
enormous attention on issues related to handling their client matters more efficiently,
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learning project management skills and exploring various alternative fee arrangements –
all very noble and important undertakings.
But is that all that is required to be competitively successful in the practice of law?
Indeed, one might argue that while these programs should not be abandoned, are these initiatives not simply finding ways to be more efficient at making buggy-whips (translation:
improving our ability to deliver commodity
services)? My point: rather than focusing exclusively on today, where is the balance in
time spent investing in your tomorrow – on
building your skills, on making yourself more
valuable to clients tomorrow than you were
yesterday?
What you now know and are able to now do,
what your current practice’s success is built
upon, will unavoidably depreciate in value
over time, unless you actively work on learning
new things and building new skills. Continual
“know-how” development is a lifelong requirement, not an option. And unfortunately,
the systematic development of skills, if left unattended will not happen by itself.
The truly gifted lawyers continually ask themselves one question – “What is it that I know
today, that I didn’t know at this time last
year?” Or put slightly differently: “What is it
that I can do for clients today, that I could not
do for them one year ago?” This question is
intended to provoke how we might best make
ourselves “indispensable.” An answer of:
“nothing much” suggest we are slowly making
ourselves . . . obsolete! The most successful
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professionals are constantly on the grow.
Much like in financial planning where one of
the key principles is to “pay yourself first,”
highly effective professionals devote a portion
of their time to personal growth and developing new skills.
Are you paying yourself first? Make your list
of the three most important new skills you
need to progress over the next twelve months
to specifically develop a higher level of competence in executing.
Metric #5: Effectiveness of Meetings
Most meetings suck, and most often they are
nothing more than an information dump (“so
George, tell us all, what have you been up to
lately?”) that could just as easily have been
communicated by e-mail, or simply an excuse
for having the firm pay for lunch.
And they’re expensive: a one-hour meeting of
six of your partners is likely to cost $4,000 at
least, in unbilled time. Meanwhile, no one really tracks whether these meetings are useful,
or how they could get better. And all you have
to do is ask.
Here’s a challenging thought: In the last minutes of your very next meeting, ask your partners to each (anonymously – on a scrap of paper) rate from 1 to 10 how effective they candidly thought your meeting was. Look at your
scores, figure out the average, and then . . .
without getting defensive about why you
scored whatever you scored, go to a flip-chart,
get a marker and brainstorm with your colleagues the answer to this question: “What,

specifically, could we all do to make our next
meeting even more effective?” Notice, please,
that this question is only concerned with taking action.
Every firm holds numerous meetings, and
every meeting (hopefully) has an agenda,
whether written or unwritten. The cumulative
content of those agendas clearly signals leadership’s priorities and concerns. The conscious management of your input into meeting
agendas is a powerful signaling device.
One good use of your group’s time is to review
specific learnings and new developments acquired while serving clients, dealing with
client problems, or gleaned by researching
new and emerging issues that may impact the
group’s practice. There is a vast difference in
the value of hearing a partners talk (in general
terms) about a matter that they have been
working on, versus hearing about what that
partner specifically learned, that might be of
use to others in the group, from the way in
which a particular situation or client transaction was handled.
Therefore, rather than: “tell us please, what
you are working on?” the question should be
phrased: “show us please, what have you
learned while working with one of your clients,
during this past month that may be highly useful to the other members of our group?”
Most meetings are status reports on the
present. So, for example, if you are serious
about promoting business development make
sure that each meeting devotes 25% of the
time to listening to ideas for improving client

service, generating new revenues or developing new services. Also, the things that get your
swift and detailed follow-up will always be
perceived by your people to be of the highest
importance.
As I promised at the beginning of this article,
these are some of the more unfamiliar and unorthodox, but enormously vital metrics that I
believe your law firm leadership should be focusing on and attempting to measure.
After all, it wasn’t that long ago that the late
father of modern management, Peter Drucker,
reminded us all that “ if you can’t measure it,
you can’t manage it.”

About the Author
Patrick J. McKenna is an internationally recognized author, lecturer, strategist and seasoned advisor to the leaders of premier law
firms.
He is widely credited with being one of the
profession's foremost authorities on practice
leadership and the author or co-author of nine
books including international business bestseller First Among Equals: How To Manage A
Group of Professionals with David Maister
(Free Press) and most recently his new eBook,
Leadership Lessons From The Trenches.
He co-leads First 100 Days: MasterClass For
The New Firm Leader – with the next session
scheduled for November 29, 2018.
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Strategy & Tactics

An interview with Terry Pritchard and
Lisa Mayhew, co-chairs of Bryan Cave
Leighton Paisner LLP
By David Parnell, Founder of partner search and placement boutique True North Partner
Management

April 3, 2018 saw the official launch of Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP. The
result of a transatlantic merger between U.S.-based law firm Bryan Cave and
U.K.-based law firm Berwin Leighton Paisner, BCLP comprises 1,600 lawyers,
32 offices and spans 11 countries.
The following interview is with Terry Pritchard and Lisa Mayhew, co-chairs of
the new firm, and in it, we broach topics ranging from BCLP’s governance
structure, to the analysis of the firms’ cultures prior to merging, to their
thoughts on the verein model, and more.
On the Structure of Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner
Parnell: Let’s start by talking about the structure of the new firm. What are things going to look
like? How are reporting lines going to look? Will there be any major changes?
Pritchard: Well, we are combining two firms, so there will be some changes. The reporting
lines are: Lisa and I will be co-chairs for the first 20 months and then there will be another
term of co-chairs for another four years and after that there will be one chair of the new firm.
14• eMagazine • www.legalbusinessworld.com
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We’re going to divide management of the firm
into four primary major practice areas or departments, that’s what we’re calling them. So,
there’ll be corporate, litigation, real estate and
finance departments, and there will be practice groups under those. Primarily the structure will be practice driven and it will be global.
The whole notion really of “structure” is to operate as one-firm on a fully Integrated basis both financially and otherwise. And also, a lot
of effort is being spent having our lawyers get
to know each other and know each other’s
strengths and what opportunities may exist
because we actually think that’s the best way
to serve our clients. That’s the plan.
On Governance and Decision-making in
the New Firm
Parnell: What will decision making look like,
specifically, in the new entity? How centralized will the decision making be?
Mayhew: There will be a management committee which will be the executive management of the firm; that will comprise the four
department managing partners - the DMPs, as
we are calling them – and the co-COOs of the
firm, which are the legacy COOs of Bryan Cave
and BLP, and then myself and Terry Pritchard.
That will be the global management of the
firm and we deliberately, consistent with the
one-firm structure that Terry refers to, set that
up on that basis rather than lots of management groups in different parts of the world.
Then there’s a global board which will comprise a different group of partners who are in
the executive management roles in the firm
who will be effectively the voice of the global
partners - that will be a different group of

partners whom Terry and I have asked to perform those roles. And again Terry and I will be
the only consistent thread between the management committee and that board.
Then of course we have, running across the
firm, vertical departmental lines and industry
sectors that we intend to prioritize. So, there
will be a nice unifying matrix that will serve us
well in terms of uniting lawyers from practice
groups and different offices and all who have a
particular experience in particular industry
sector. And in a non-bureaucratic way and
with a more client- and externally focused
way, this will also be an important part of the
way we gather together in teams to work for
the client.
That’s a more comprehensive view of our
structure and governance.
On Consideration of the Verein Model
Parnell: Out of curiosity, did you consider the
verein model when you were looking at the
merger?
Pritchard: I’ll take the first shot at that. It’s not
consistent with either of our historic cultures.
Frankly Bryan Cave has a set of core values; the
first of which we are one-firm and Bryan Cave’s
model has been all about having all of our partners interested in finding the best lawyer in the
broader system to address a client’s needs. So, I
think the answer really is no. We, from the very
beginning – and Lisa can speak to BLP – we’re
interested in a model that was not a verein but
rather a model that institutionalized collaboration, if you will, and rewarded teamwork and
measures how many practice groups were involved in serving a client, how many offices
were involved in serving a client and whether
partners are really forming teams that are in
the best Interest of a client.
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On Evaluating and Analyzing Each Other’s Culture
Parnell: I can’t speak for you, obviously, but
I’m confident when I say that generally with
mergers, the analysis of the cultures can be a
challenge. There’s a lot that goes into the
process; cultures are fuzzy; the term “culture”
can carry varying definitions. How did the
firms go about analyzing or evaluating cultures and making the decisions that they
would mesh up in the first place?
Mayhew: I think I’ll take a crack at that one.
You’re right, there’s all sorts of analogies as
you can imagine that have been used along the
way, whether it’s the dating analogy or going
for a job analogy and not really knowing until
you start working in the new job exactly how it
looks and feels. But I think the best way you
can do due diligence is by having multiple contact and discussions and meetings with a good
number of partners in both firms and then
coming back to discuss, and you can tell at the
end of the day.
In the people business, firstly, you know
whether you fundamentally like each other.
Secondly you know whether the way you talk
about how you service your clients and how
you work with one another, whether you recognize the fundamentals about those things.
You can have more granular discussions
around that – the client service delivery model
– and you get a good sense about whether
there will be chemistry.
This has been a 14-month process, so it took
longer than we probably expected because of
the structural issues we were determined to
see through. But, frustrating as that sometimes sounds, it has the benefit of allowing
more time for those meetings and experiences
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to take place. And I think in the final analysis,
given the overwhelmingly positive report that
then happened at the end of that timeframe, it
was well worth it.
On Integrating the Two Firms
Parnell: OK, let’s talk about integration. It is
one of the most – if not arguably the most –
important part of the merger process. What
does the plan look like for the next year for
integrating the firm?
Pritchard: David I would say it began before
the firms agreed to merge. We have an integration team which is four partners from each
legacy firm, working hard on a variety of initiatives, everything from a great integration
app they’ve created for all our phones, to a
good old fashioned buddy system where people get paired up and have somebody they can
call with what they might otherwise think are
not very sophisticated questions.
We have an all partner retreat that happened
in the first month of the combination. So, at
the end of April all 570 of us gathered in Boca
Raton, Florida for three days of meetings and
opportunities for people to get to know and
trust each other.
We have lots of videos and webinars happening internally so that people can appreciate the
depth and breadth of the expertise that the
other legacy firm brings to the table.
And we just have an awful lot of organic reaching out to each other happening by various
teams and sector groups who are simply interested in finding out who their new partners
are going to be and what they know and what
should be done together to really grow the
practices.

On Office Redundancies
Parnell: Are there any redundancies with regard to offices?
Mayhew: So, the fact that we overlap so little
in terms of the focuses we’re in and the practice groups where we have people working
means that it was never a part of the rationale
that we would save costs. As we roll forward,
might it become clear that there is some duplication in some parts, maybe, but that would be
around the edges. At its core, though, it’s not
part of the rationale for doing this. It’s not
something that we sit here contemplating.
Pritchard: With the exception of the three locations where we do overlap, which are London, Hong Kong and Frankfurt, where we will
be combining and moving into one office
space.
On Compensation
Parnell: Let’s talk about the compensation
model that the integrated firm is going to use.
Were there any major disparities in the types
of models that you were using pre-merger?
Pritchard: I think the approaches were quite
different in the sense that BLP had what I’ll
call a modified lockstep system, which is primarily a retrospective system, and Bryan Cave
had a prospective system. The other major differences were that BLP had a very sizeable
bonus pool – they called it their “performance
fund” and we have a very small bonus pool. So,
with our base compensations plus any overage
that goes to equity partners - that’s really how
we compensated people.
Our mantra since the beginning has really
been to take what was best from both firms or
even find what’s better than the best of both.
And the compensation model that we’ve de-

veloped really is – I’m going to call it a hybrid
of the two - it’s much more prospective looking, but we’re going from a very tiny, tiny
bonus pool to one that will be much more
sizeable, so people who out-perform during
the year can expect a significant bonus pool.
And I’d say BLP – Lisa, jump in if I paint this
wrong – but BLP is moving away from lockstep
which is a significant transition for them and
the bonus will be a bit smaller. So as a process
matter I think it’s very different. At the end of
the day when you really think about what we
want to reward and how, what we find is there’s
a common understanding underneath it all,
which is we want to reward those partners who
are driving revenues and increasing the profitability of the firm, helping grow clients and
finding clients, forming teams and collaborating in doing great work, and living by the core
values that we all believe in.
On Ensuring Collaboration Among the
Partners
Parnell: Collaboration – which seems to be
somewhat of a buzz word these days – but
how do you plan on ensuring collaboration
amongst the partners? I know it’s a big question, but what is your plan?
Mayhew: I don’t know why it’s a buzz word but
we feel very strongly about this. I know it’s a
word that all law firms use and fewer law firms
can point to a structure that we feel institutionalizes, as Terry says, the kind of collaborative
teamwork culture that we’re all about. So, onefirm one-team, one-culture, one set of performance principles which we’ve already articulated to the working group that comprises partners from both firms. We have clearly written
down, enunciated principles about the performance standards that we expect from
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everybody – not just partners, lawyers, everybody – and the beauty of having a one-firm
umbrella is you can have an approach that you
articulate everything that you are doing.
In the part of remuneration, one of the criteria
is we will bring partners who have done well at
cross-selling or working in teams to bring in
entirely new business that neither firm previously did, or entirely new clients, so it’s a
common thread that goes throughout the
firm’s structure and we think that will be part
of the differentiation of the firm and also a real
accelerant to its ability to move quickly to the
needs of the final combining.
Also, within BLP we did a lot of research ourselves. It was about three or four years ago
that we did some research on our own business about where the best trajectory was for
groups that were performing better and actually you could take
right down to individual partners
– which groups were becoming
more profitable, more successful.
And we found that there was a
very high correlation between
the groups that were the most
connected within the firm, right
down to individual partners who
had been connected to institutionalized client relationships they were the most successful.
And so, it was a very powerful
proof point for us having done it
in our own business which would
demonstrate the proof of being
collaborative. This is just not
fluffy stuff; this is about business
and it betters the business and it
certainly betters clients.
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Pritchard: You asked a question earlier David
about verein and I think we would say our
point of concerns about having chosen to
structure it as a verein is that you can’t incentivize collaboration when you have separate
profit pools; but you can incentivize it when
it’s one profit pool and you can look at collaborative success. We hope that the structure is
going to lend itself to driving collaboration in
an unusual way.

About the Author
David J. Parnell iDavid J. Parnell: Along with
being the co-founder of the Legal Institute for
Forward Thinking and the founder of partner
search and placement boutique True North
Partner Management, David is an American
Lawyer Fellow and a business of law author,
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Innovation as a
Performance Indicator
By Richard G. Stock, M.A., FCIS, CMC, Partner with Catalyst Consulting
This is the fourth in a series of articles about how corporate and government law departments
can improve their performance and add measurable value to the organizations

Why change anything in a law department when nothing is wrong? Work is plentiful, most of it
is interesting and the other departments genuinely appreciate the contribution of the in-house
counsel and have no real complaints.
Innovation in legal services is not invention. It is
about introducing something new that perhaps
has been done elsewhere. Or it is about improving what is being done and the way it is being
done. Legal professionals do this by inclination
and training.
Over the last 5 years, I have noticed that more
law departments have formal, annual business
plans in place than in the early 2000s. Some are
developed from the bottom up after consulting
the members of the department. However, not
enough of these seem clearly aligned with the
company’s corporate business plan and operating priorities. All the boxes are ticked, but it is
difficult to see how the legal team leverages its
knowledge of the company and its skills to add
value in the company. There is lots of activity,
but the strategic impact of the plan is indirect
at best.
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By definition, a key performance indicator
(KPI) is designed to focus resources on priorities that will make a difference to the company
and to those who rely on the law department.
The earliest editions of performance plans for
law departments always contained activities to
improve service levels and overall satisfaction
with the law department. This was pretty
much the same basic approach that one would
expect from a law firm.
The next generation of business plans saw the
introduction of KPIs tied to corporate targets.
These were more sophisticated in that they included contributions to specific projects, controlling the cost of external counsel, and developing the capabilities of senior members of
the law department. Every one of the objectives had an innovation component. Innovation was embedded and assumed in the initiatives or actions supporting other KPIs like efficiency, cost-reduction, technology and knowledge transfer.
Yet in the last 4 years, I have come to the conclusion that having a stand-alone KPI for innovation, as well as having “innovative” activity supporting other KPIs, is well worth it. This
is not because law departments need a longer
list of things to do or to measure. Instead, an
innovation KPI requires that the leadership
and members of the law department actually
discuss innovation, develop initiatives that
make a difference in the company, and then
invest the resources to make this happen.
There are several categories that should be
priorities for innovation in the law department. These include:
• shifting more of the resources from daily operational support of business units to devel-

•

•

•

•

opmental and corporate projects that the
company regards as priorities
insuring a much greater self-sufficiency of
business units with a combination of training, systems, templates and a more limited
role in contract reviews, all with a view to
boost the available capacity of the law department by 25 %
abandoning hourly-based legal work in
favour of performance-based fees for external counsel
making sure that the lawyers and other
members of the law department have substantially challenging work most of the time
raising the proficiency of the department’s
lawyers in skill areas: leadership, business
negotiations, and project management – all
intended to ensure that they are not “strictly
legal” as time goes on

Innovation has several beneficial side effects:
it demands creativity; it depends on discipline
to execute the initiatives; and it is transformative. Moreover, innovation is interesting – far
more than working faster or longer hours or
getting greater discounts from law firms.
For the most part, the best innovations for a
law department are externally focused. They
are dedicated to corporate projects and to the
priorities of the business units rather than to
the internal workings of the law department.
Successful innovation answers he question
“What difference do the lawyers make?”
Many legal trade associations now have national and international awards available for
law departments that innovate. Service and
adaptability can be replaced by innovative
contributions on multiple fronts as the hallmark of law departments determined to add
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value. May the best innovators win.
Adapted from an article of the same name
published by Lexpert in April 2015.

About the Author
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National Bank of Canada, TD Bank, Estée
Lauder, Intact Financial Services, Ontario
Power Generation, DocuSign, Charter Communications, United Steel Workers Benefit
Funds, Air Canada, John Deere, Alberta
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Markus Hartung, Micha-Manuel Bues, Gernot Halbleib
and others
This new handbook comprehensively analyzes the current
and future states of digital transformation in the legal
market and its implications from a global perspective. It
provides a multi-faceted overview of the use of Legal Tech
in law firms and legal departments in different parts of
the world (including Africa, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Europe, Russia, and the United States) and formulates
clearcut strategic advice for a successful digital transformation. With concrete examples, best practices and first
hand experience reports, more than 50 renowned international experts explain how and to what extent Legal
Tech - through automation and technology - will change
the way legal services are delivered. The reader learns
what strategic decisions and steps are necessary to equip
the legal industry for the changes to come. Future developments (e.g. Smart Contracts, Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence) are also explained and analysed in this unique
book.
Read also about the Brazilian legal ecosystem by one of
the participants of this book, Leonardo Toco, on page 80
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Business Development

Breaking Down the
Barriers to Change
Lindsay Griﬃths, International Lawyers Network’s Director of Global Relationship Management
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It’s no secret that the legal market is a challenging place to be today.
Mergers, non-law firm players, clients continuing to take work in-house, increasing investment in technology, changing demands from
different generations…the list goes on.
With a staggering number of reasons in front
of us for why change is imperative, what’s
holding lawyers back? And what steps can we
take to face these challenges head on?
Barriers to Change
If we all know that change is happening, what
is holding us back or slowing us down?
• Change is hard (and maybe it’s not for
us…):
While there are studies and interviews that
reflect that law firm leadership recognize
that change is essential, it turns out that
identifying the issues and actually executing
the solutions are two vastly different things.
Add to that the reality that most law firms
operate as rather loosely affiliated silo-partnerships and not businesses, and you have a
managing partner or committee essentially
herding a bunch of cats. The analogy is used
frequently for managing lawyers because it’s
an apt one.
• Success as justification: D. Casey Flaherty,
legal operations consultant and founder of
Procertas, is one of my favorite reads on this
subject, and he’s written a lot about it. He
suggests that powerful partners within firm
use their success as the reason for refusing to
change: “The pain just isn’t that acute for
most rainmakers who can point to decades of
empirical evidence that suggests they will be

just fine. Given their stature, relationships,
and time horizons, many of them are probably right.”
• Clients leave quietly, or in increments: Law
firms and lawyers often expect that their relationships with their clients are strong
enough that if a client wanted to go elsewhere, they would inform them. But inhouse counsel can often leave the relationship so incrementally that the slow burn isn’t
enough incentive for firms to change. There
is a surplus of good lawyers in the marketplace – and now, alternative service
providers. So unless firms have a strong differentiating factor beyond “I’m great at what
I do, and my clients like me,” they can’t be
secure in their client relationships.
• There’s a lack of innovation: While the industry itself is seeing a great deal of innovation, from alternative service providers and
some in-house counsel who are having to get
creative, law firms, by and large, have struggled with this. I’ve spoken to a lot of lawyers
who are now expected to expand their role
from “legal” advisor to “business” advisor,
which can mean identifying opportunities for
their clients, introducing them to key relationships, and more, in addition to providing
them with high quality legal advice. For most
lawyers, this is brand new territory, and
doesn’t even touch the technological and infirm business advances they need to be making to stay relevant. These types of changes
are challenging, and they were never given a
rule book for how to make them.
The above barriers are not insignificant, but
you can overcome them if you continue to
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focus on the reasons for change. Whether you
find the current landscape exciting or not,
even those of us who are the most adept at it
can find it daunting and exhausting. In the legal industry, where change is historically slow,
when it happens at all, it can be even more
overwhelming. We hear an awful lot about it,
but it can be challenging to know where to
start.
There are companies jumping into the space
from other industries, disrupting the status
quo and throwing out the old ways of doing
things. Clients like them, and they should.
They’re more efficient, they bring fresh ideas,
and they force those of us who’ve been here a
while to sit up and pay attention. But obviously, there’s room for us too. We know this place
the best, after all. Some argue that the more
things change, the more they stay the same,
and in many ways that will be true (client service, good solid legal advice, etc.). But let’s not
let that argument be an excuse to avoid taking
a hard look at ourselves and the ways that we
can do better.
Essential Lessons for Change
There are three essential lessons for change
that I’d like to touch on – two of them you can
implement fairly straightforwardly, and the
third will involve a bit more digging in. All of
them require a commitment to follow up and
continued change.
Listen to Your Clients
This seems like a fairly obvious one, but how
often do you listen to your clients? This lesson
is two-fold – first, establish a feedback loop
with your clients about the matters that they’re
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handling, in order to deal with the barrier that
we talked about above. There are lots of great
consultants who can assist in creating a client
feedback program with you and will act as
third-party interviewers to get the candid
feedback that you need to improve your service offerings.
Second, it’s more important than ever to undertake your clients’ opinions when making
strategic business decisions. Many firms are
already bringing in their clients when deciding
about relocating or redesigning office space, or
considering starting a new practice or industry
group, or expanding into a new geographic region. How are you incorporating your clients
into your strategic decisions, so that your future aligns more closely with their success?
Differentiate Yourself
As we suggested above, it’s no longer sufficient
to say that you’re a high-quality law firm with
talented lawyers – that’s table stakes. Further,
differentiation by practice or industry area is
also starting to no longer be enough. Potential
clients, and even current clients, need to have
a reason to hire you or your firm over all others. Everyone is hungry for business. Differentiation isn’t just about marketing and branding
– it’s about deciding about the business model
you’re going to pursue as a firm. This goes beyond niche marketing, but about how your
firm’s business model is ferociously supporting your clients and their businesses. If you’re
not sure and it’s not blatantly apparent, start
asking some of your key clients what they
think separates you from all other firms in
your market. Continue to refine your model
and ask again. Ask incoming associates what

made them choose your firm over others. Ask
lateral hires the same question. Ask your existing partners why they love working there. Continue to refine your model until it is clear to
everyone in the firm what separates you from
everyone else, how you support your clients
with that message, and leaves no doubt in your
clients’ minds.
Rethink Your Business Model
This can be the most challenging for lawyers
and law firms, because it’s hard to think of the
law firm as a business. But it is. It’s essential
to look critically at your firm as a business, so
that you’re offering real business and legal solutions to your clients in a practical and efficient way. This may mean outsourcing certain
functions, investing in technology heavily over
the next few years, looking at contract lawyers,
maintaining a strong balance sheet, providing
strong and transparent leadership, hiring laterals conscientiously. Working on your firm’s
business model is likely the place where you’ll
see the most pushback from within the firm,
and will require the most patience and grit,
but it will also show the biggest dividends
when it comes to benefiting from the current
marketplace.
If there’s one thing we’ve learned from the
past decade, it’s that those firms that are the
most successful today are those that are flexible and responsive, and able to collaborate
with their clients as business partners. That’s
not just true for today but will be true for tomorrow too. Flexibility translates to being
open to market shifts, advances in technology,
and adapting your partnership/business model to the needs of clients and the marketplace.

The more flexible and adaptive firms can be,
the more prepared they will be for whatever
the future holds – whether that’s big changes,
or small ones.

About the author:
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How the Finland Arbitration Institute is using
legal design to reshape arbitration services
By Heidi Merikalla-Teir, Director and Secretary General of the Arbitration Institute of the Finland
Chamber of Commerce & Meera Klemola, Lead Legal Designer at Dottir Attorneys and CoFounder of leading legal design agency Dot.

The legal industry is buzzing with talk of legal
design. This naturally leads to the question –
where can we find concrete case studies and examples of legal design projects? And, how do organisations benefit from legal design?
The Finland Arbitration Institute (FAI), together
with Dottir Attorneys (parent of Dot. Legal Design) and design agency Hellon recently embarked on a legal design project to design and
develop a solution to the challenge the FAI had
encountered: how to reach their customers with
information on arbitration that is easy to understand and practical. The solution needed to be
engaging, pragmatic and help users and potential users of the arbitration understand the
process. The end-product, the FAI Arbitration
Process flowchart was recently unveiled at Helsinki International Arbitration Day on 24 May
2018 and has since received widespread industry
recognition.
Heidi Merikalla-Teir
We wanted to share with you the details of this
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A Legal Design Case Study

legal design project, to provide a clear example
of how legal design is being used to develop
new user-friendly legal tools and services and
influence collaborative working styles within
the legal industry.
The FAI Legal Design Project – The
Challenge
The FAI administers the settlement of disputes in domestic and international arbitrations and mediations under the FAI Arbitration Rules, FAI Expedited Arbitration Rules
and FAI Mediation Rules (the “FAI Rules”).
Instead of resolving disputes itself, the FAI
provides a framework for the resolution of
disputes outside state courts, including the
appointment of arbitrators and mediators
who, respectively, resolve disputes with a final
decision or facilitate the resolution of disputes.
Like many rules of arbitration, the FAI Arbitration Rules are detailed—with many paragraphs and annexes—explaining the various
stages of an arbitral process with all finesses
that you can find in today’s modern international arbitration rules, practices and
standards. However, based on the inquiries
received from FAI customers—users and potential users of the FAI’s services—, it appears
that these rules and processes are not clear
from the end-users perspective. Identified
end-users of arbitration include business people, in-house counsel, attorneys or simply
anyone who is not that familiar with arbitration or dispute resolution.
The FAI wanted to find the best way to address this gap between the end-user and the
overall clarity of the FAI Arbitration Rules and
processes. The FAI considered it important to
listen to the end-users and to give them the
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possibility to take the driver’s seat. Legal design became the obvious choice for the FAI,
after learning about the possibilities it could
offer to improve and reshape the FAI’s services by combining legal knowledge, design
methodologies and technological potential (if
necessary) to better meet the arbitration users’
needs.
Together with Dottir Attorneys and Hellon,
the FAI embarked on this legal design project
aimed at creating a solution to ensure that arbitration information is communicated in an
easy to understand, transparent and practical
manner.
The FAI Legal Design Project – Starting
blocks
Each legal design project is unique and therefore the approach can vary depending on the
project goals and requirements. Nevertheless,
there are some important starting blocks to
every project:
Mindset is crucial to legal design. In legal design, the aim is to go into each legal design
project as if it were a clean slate – no preconceived ideas of solutions.
Whilst this may feel uncomfortable and perhaps somewhat counterintuitive to lawyers
(who are taught to seek solutions from the
outset), embracing ambiguity, is one of the key
ingredients to ultimately designing and developing the best possible solution. Starting a legal design project with a preconceived end solution will only serve as a limitation, particularly in the ideation phase.
A team can rest assure that by going through
the legal design process, the end solution will
be one that will truly resonate with the users..

Diversity of thought and collaboration
are also essential aspects to legal design. It has
been found that the best outcomes are borne
from interdisciplinary teams comprising those
with different experiences, expertise and
ideas. With legal design, legal safety and compliance are never compromised and held equal
with the design and product development aspects. Therefore, both legal and non-legal professionals must be involved.
Finally, it’s important to understand that the
legal design approach is not one that should
necessarily be followed in a linear order as this
contradicts the reiterative nature of the approach. Rather, in legal design we refer to a
framework of ‘phases’ each of which should be
carried out, but then can equally be revisited
over and over again until the legal design team
is satisfied that they have created the right solution. In this sense, it is more appropriate to
view legal design as a cycle as opposed to a
linear process.
What did the starting blocks of the FAI legal
design project look like? The FAI embraced
the notion of ambiguity and ran with it at full
speed for this project. Thus, the right mindset
was there. We also had a great interdisciplinary team that worked together on
the project: Jukka Pello, Partner at Dottir and
the FAI Secretariat members spearheaded the
legal aspects of the project whilst working
closely with key stakeholders and other members from Dottir and Hellon who specialised in
design and technology. The project itself was
an interesting journey that included different
phases, as described in detail below.
The FAI Legal Design Project – The
journey

The FAI legal design journey can be described
in 5 distinct phases:
1. Defining the design challenge
Our first task was to define the common
goals of the project and frame a precise design challenge. To do this, we had a kick-off
workshop with the core legal design team,
which comprised individuals from FAI,
Dottir and Hellon. In this workshop, key
performance indicators and desired outcomes of the project were set. The general
goal was to improve the usability and
transparency of the FAI services particularly from the users’ point of view.
From the outset, we agreed that the design
challenge would be to create an end solution, that, regardless of its form, would be
engaging, functional, pragmatic and help
potential users to easily understand the arbitration process.
2. Understanding the service from the
users’ perspective
Human-centeredness and empathy is core
to legal design. This means having the ability to see and understand the legal service
from the perspective of those using it. Traditionally, such “soft” values/skills have
not been considered relevant for legal
problem-solving. However, increasingly,
value is given to empathy in a business
context, and it can, and should, have significant importance in the legal market as
well.
To gain a deep understanding of the FAI
users’ needs, wants, goals, challenges and
values we held an interactive legal design
workshop. Dottir and Hellon facilitated
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this workshop, in which participants completed a series of collaborative needfinding
exercises. Needfinding exercises are useful
methods to identify areas of opportunity
for improvement. Workshop participants
worked together to create:
• Journey maps: to document key painpoints and challenges in the arbitration
process as well as understand the steps
which are most important to users.
• Empathy maps: to identify how users feel
at each stage and discover which stages in
the arbitration process may evoke less
positive feelings.
• Personas of the FAI’s key stakeholders their goals, motivations, needs and preferences. The key stakeholders identified
were business people, in-house counsel
and counsel representing clients in arbitration proceedings.
• Bug lists: to ascertain information that
may be deemed confusing, or where informational gaps arise.
3. Ideation & Prototyping
Based on the information and insights obtained from the interactive workshop, Dottir and Hellon designed and developed a
prototype solution. Interestingly, the first
prototype created was in fact a static, visual
diagram of the FAI arbitration process, intended to sit as an image on the FAI website. Although it included a lot of useful information for the users and potential users
of the FAI’ services, and was visually intriguing, it resembled a traditional diagram/process map. After further user testing and feedback, it became clear that an
interactive web tool would be more beneficial and practical for users.
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4. As such, the prototype evolved.
4. Validation
Once the prototype wireframe for the solution had been designed, it needed to be validated. By validating a prototype with end
users, you can be confident that every detail and feature serves a specific purpose,
is founded on evidence rather than instinct
and enhances the overall user experience.
Important aspects, from the language used
to the specific information included, visuals, icons and even the colour schemes
were tested by both senior in-house counsel and CEO’s. Validation was a vital step
in ensuring that unnecessary details were
removed and that any important details or
features missing from our prototype were
included in the final solution. Interestingly,
the participants of the validation workshop
were engaged in stimulating and lively discussions on all aspects - even on the
colours and fonts used in the prototype.
5. Evolving, finalizing & implementing
Following the user-validation workshop,
the legal design team tweaked, finalised
and implemented the solution on the FAI
website.
The FAI Legal Design Project – The Solution
Together, the legal design team designed and
developed The FAI Arbitration Process flowchart – an interactive web tool that explains
the FAI arbitration process in a pragmatic and
user-friendly way.
Based on the feedback received, the interactive
flowchart has been found useful for all early
identified key stakeholders. Business people

can gain a quick understanding of the whole
arbitration process including relevant timeframes, costs and other key information in a
one-stop place; in-house counsel can easily
communicate the relevant steps of the process
to their top management; and lawyers acting
as counsel can easily explain the arbitration
process to their clients.
The solution layers information in a way that
makes sense to the users – starting with a big
picture overview of arbitration and then expanding to reveal more specific content should
a user be interested. From this perspective, the
tool provides precise information not only to
those new to the FAI arbitration process, but
also to those who want quick links to detailed
legal information such as the FAI Arbitration
Rules and practical information, such as costs
of arbitration.
With the flowchart, all information deemed
relevant by both the users and the FAI can be
found in a centralized web page, thereby removing the excess time previously spent navigating from page to page to find desired information. Also, as it is both mobile and desktop optimized, it means that users can access
this information on the go, fitting in seamlessly with the way in which modern business is
conducted today.
Much more than a solution
• When using legal design as an approach to
create new legal tools and products, the end
solution is just one of the many outcomes
achieved: During a legal design project, a
company gains important insights into their
customer’s needs and preferences.
• The collaborative nature of legal design helps
build stronger relationships and establishes

new working dynamics between a company
and its clients.
• Co-creating solutions with clients and other
stakeholders often leads to higher rates of
adoption, as people tend to support initiatives in which they had an active role in creating.
• Employees are given new tools and training
to explore alternative ways of problem-solving and are able to tap into new mindsets
that diverge from the typical ‘lawyer’ mentality.
• Those involved in the legal design project are
encouraged to redefine the status quo and
push boundaries, thereby driving a more
creative, experimental and innovative culture from within an organization.
Also with the FAI legal design project, much
more than an interactive and visual process
map outlining the arbitration process was created. The process of working with stakeholders and users gave the FAI first-hand insights
and information on their core clientele’s needs
and preferences, which they can utilise to continue improving their services.
The FAI legal design project is one of the first
concrete examples of how legal design is being
applied in a practical context. It clearly
demonstrates how legal design can be used to
not only successfully innovate and reshape legal services, but also to influence mindsets and
collaborative working methods whereby legal
teams work collectively with stakeholders and
non-legal professionals.
The FAI are taking a true designer’s approach
to this project, and the legal design project is
by no means over: the flowchart will be further
developed based on the users’ experiences and
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we warmly welcome your thoughts and feedback so that the flowchart can continue to
evolve in line with the needs of arbitration
users. And who knows, maybe the users’ needs
will guide the FAI towards a new legal design
project in the future. This is in fact quite likely
as the FAI Secretariat members became enthusiastic about legal design and the possibilities it could offer to further develop the FAI’s
services to better meet the users and potential

users’ needs.
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By David Parnell, Founder of partner search and placement boutique True North Partner
Management
The following interview is with Stephen J.
Immelt, CEO of global law firm Hogan Lovells,
which spans 47 offices in 24 countries, comprising over 2800 lawyers. In it, we broach topics
ranging from the primary challenges facing today’s global firms and the trajectory of the nonlawyer skill set to the impact of technology, the
Big Four and the challenges that the Magic Circle have faced in attempting to plant roots in the
U.S. market, and more.
On the Top Challenges Hogan Lovells
Faces Today
Parnell: What are the top areas of focus for succeeding in the market right now?
Immelt: I would say the key strands of it are, first
of all, to be able to offer first class execution in
the global markets. The clients that are doing
cross-border work tend to be more sophisticated
clients and they say they expect to be working
with people that are top of market people and if
you can't offer that then you're not going to be
successful.
The second strand is just to be relentless in pushing people to be at the leading edge of whatever
they're doing.
The third strand is sector focus. In other words,
deep industry expertise and a kind of breaking
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General

An interview with Stephen J. Immelt,
CEO of global law firm Hogan Lovells

down our silos and bringing people together
across the different practices so clients are getting a much more joined-up approach.
I think finally, we feel like we're pretty good at
trust-based relationships internally and externally. And I think that's one of the ways that
we were able to make our combination work is
that's a skillset of ours.
On the Structure of Hogan Lovell’s
Practice Portfolio
Parnell: How is your practice portfolio set
up? What is the structure?
Immelt: We go to the market and we try to
manage our client relationships through the
sectors. Practices are where people are
trained. So, we still think it is relevant that
you've got to learn how to be a litigator, on
how to lawyer a transaction. You need to have
those practices as a place where people are
managing careers and making sure that they're
developing the skills that they need and that
you're staffing matters appropriately. All those
things still happen in the practices. And then
the offices are where people go every day.
You've got to manage this matrix and it requires a huge amount of communication and
collaboration across the organization.
On P&L
Parnell: Do any of those strata have their
own PNL?
Immelt: No. We look at it but we try to get
everybody focused on the firm P&L. But of
course, you'll look at your practice to try to get
a sense of how they're doing and you need to
look at where is the work coming from? So,
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you want to really encourage people to be
anywhere across the different offices and practices; litigators, typically they're busy or highly
profitable, but usually, they depend on others
to give them work.
On Commoditized Work
Parnell: I'm assuming that you do at least a
level of commodifiable work. And it is my assumption that you do it as perhaps a means
to an end, getting a foot in the door...
Immelt: You know, we do some of that. It
varies market by market because we're in
some markets where just the nature of the
market is such that more of the work is, I
would say routine. And there's less of the highvalue work for you if you're going to be competitive for that, you've got to be in the market
and be visible in terms of the U.S. market. I
think there are some places around the edges
where we may pursue that strategy, but it's a
tough strategy. In turning this into a profit
center isn't a part of our strategy right now.
On Technology Affecting Clients
Parnell: You said something earlier about external tech and how it's affecting the clients.
It's an interesting perspective…
Immelt: Imagine if you're an automotive company. They, for decades, thought of themselves
as people that made machines and were very
engineering driven. And how do you put the
machine together? You have this global supply
chain and now suddenly you've got all these
technology issues that may completely transform their business and may make it easier for
somebody to show up and offer a competing
product. It’s autonomous driving, it’s

connected cars, you've got all this data that
may allow you to draw all sorts of insights where the people you sold these cars are going
and what they're doing - so that's an example
of a very traditional industry that is having a
huge transformation because of technology.
On Positioning Themselves Within
Clients’ Strategic Value Chain
Parnell: What are you hearing from the
clients on this, specifically? How are you
working within that reality?
Immelt: For example, A lot of clients are trying
to understand how they use their data, how do
they develop a data strategy. Our position to
clients is “yeah, but you really need us to be
involved the whole way because if you develop
a data strategy that's not compliant, what good
is it?” And so again this is a way of, I think,
trying to engage with sophisticated clients in a
way that shows that we, as lawyers, can not
only help them avoid a problem, we can help
them get a better strategy that's going to put
them in a better position in the marketplace.
On the Trajectory of Nonlawyer Skill
Sets in the Law Firm
Parnell: This has me thinking about consulting, working with non-lawyers, because what
you're talking about, or at least what I'm
hearing, is a kind of an expansion of services.
Immelt: I think that it is too early to tell
whether those non-lawyer resources are going
to sit in a law firm instead of sitting in a consulting firm, where the law firm works with
them. So, you have to take technology or privacy or cyber – which are all very hot areas today — and you have the technology aspect to
it. I don't think though that our view is “hire us

so that we can do an audit of all your technology”; I’m not sure that's the business I want to
be in. But we may want a team with those people to really provide a holistic view of the
client's risk profile.
On Challenges the Magic Circle Has
Faced in Setting up in the U.S.
Parnell: Some of the magic circle firms have
had some real challenges over the years getting something up and running over in the
U.S. What are your thoughts on that?
Immelt: Well, I think that those firms are
great law firms and they've got very strong cultures. But I think they've really struggled to
translate those cultures to the United States.
And I think they have historically seen their
natural partner as being an elite New York
firm. But I don't think the elite New York firms
have seen a reason why that was something
that made sense for them.
So that, I think, has created a limited view of
what could make sense.
On Getting Critical Mass
Parnell: So, what’s the answer to that? The
best way to go about gaining a critical mass?
Immelt: I think you've got to commit to being
a global law firm. I think one of the things that
has given us some strength in our approach is
we're a “global law firm."
We don't have a headquarters. We're going to
manage this firm with a team that is drawn
from all over the world. That's a different
proposition than saying “hey, the good news is
you get to be part of an English law firm.”
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On the Big Four
Parnell: Now what are your thoughts on the
Big Four?
Immelt: Well they certainly have resources.
There's no question about that. I think KPMG
has revenues in the $25 billion range. There is
a resource level there and the ability to invest
in things like technology and support that I
think does give them advantage.
I think they are, nevertheless, going to struggle
in this country with attracting talent. Maybe
they'll just overcome that by paying very large
amounts to attract the talent. I suppose that's
possible. But when I think about what is it that
lawyers gravitate toward, I think they like to
have some degree of autonomy in what they
do.
On the Big Four Recruiting Talent Out
of Big Law
Parnell: Obviously, there's a spectrum of
lawyer quality in any law firm. But with regard to the Big Four recruiting them, you're
talking about the best of the best?
Immelt: There is, but how many times have I
been told over the years by clients “we don't
pick law firms, we pick lawyers.” And I think
that there is a nuance to that. Of course, they
want to say the client wants to pick the leader
for that matter that is the right fit for them.
They don't just say “call up and give me whoever you've got.” So of course, that's right. But
the law firm matters too because they want
their lead to be surrounded by a team that is
going to be supportive and supported. And today lots of matters require not just one person,
not just a lead, but 10, 15 supporting lawyers.
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You can't do an M&A transaction without a
CFIUS expert or tax expert or a benefits expert
and the client needs to be comfortable that the
lead has got those resources.
On Whether or Not the U.S. Legal Market Will Liberalize
Parnell: Do you see the U.S. bar liberalizing
any time in the near future?
Immelt: I don't see what would drive it. You
look at it; it's still very highly decentralized. I
mean, 50 different regulators. I think at times
that creates inconsistencies that are pretty
frustrating. do I think that California is really
going to embrace the idea that there ought to
be a single bar for the entire country? I'm
skeptical.
On the Protection of Legal Consumers
Parnell: Through a certain lens, there's a dichotomy in the spectrum of legal consumers:
those that are complex and those that are
wholly unsophisticated. And I think it makes
relevant the question, should the bar continue
to protect all legal consumers?
Immelt: To me, what would be a more interesting question is not whether it's going to liberalize in the sense of kind of create a single
bar, which some people do ask about, but instead is there going to be a move to say “we're
going to have a different type of provider that's
going to be called something other than Juris
Doctor? They get a year or six months of legal
training and a rent mall and they become a
housing specialist or something like that. Personally, I think that there could be a huge benefit to that type of approach which will allow
some people's legal problems to be handled by

admitted lawyers who just have very specialized training in that one little area of practice.
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The Value Series
A ClariLegal interview with Mark A Smolik, General
Counsel Chief Compliance Officer DHL Supply Chain
Americas about the business of legal and the delivery
and consumption of valuable legal services.
By Cash Butler and James Johnson
ClariLegal had the pleasure of interviewing Mark
Smolik, Vice President, General Counsel, and Chief
Compliance Officer at DHL Supply Chain Americas,
where he leads the legal, commercial contract management, and compliance teams. After starting out
as a law firm associate, Mark moved in-house to
Sherwin Williams, where he was actively involved
with that company’s overseas acquisition efforts.
After Sherwin Williams, Mark moved to Safelite Autoglass, where he served as Senior Vice President,
General Counsel and Chief Ethics Officer. He also
led the company’s HR department. After Safelite
was sold to an acquirer, Mark moved to his current
position with DHL, then known as Exel Logistics.
When he joined DHL, the company’s legal department had 7 people. Today, Mark now leads a team
of 57 professionals. To hear him describe his team,
it is clear Mark has tremendous respect for them
and feels privileged to serve in a leadership capacity. During his tenure at DHL, Mark and his leadership team put in place a legal operations team and
implemented matter and document management
systems as well as e-billing and e-Discovery
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systems. Mark notes his pride in team members and how they have structured the legal
department to “set the standard for the delivery of value as a functional overhead cost-center” for the company. Mark notes that, having
worked primarily as a transactional attorney
with some litigation experience, he learned
lessons in how “not to handle a matter”, along
with the value of team as the driver of success
in any endeavor. “We’ve accomplished a great
deal as a team at DHL. I am so very fortunate
to be surrounded by people who are passionate about delivering uncompromising, quality
business focused services to our organization”,
Mark noted.
Starting off by asking Mark what value means
to him, he first noted that traditionally many
in-house counsel measure value by the
amount of money spent or saved by the legal
department. Mark says: “While being good
stewards of the organization’s resources in
very important and one measure of value, I
believe true value is measured based on the
perception and feedback from the C-Suite and
the board on how my team is performing. One
of the greatest compliments I’ve received lately
is from my CEO who, at a board meeting, said
I had a great team that is deeply engaged with
the business. His perception is his reality and I
need to be very cognizant of that. We put ourselves in the shoes of the leaders of the businesses we serve making sure we provide
pragmatic advice in a trusted advisor
capacity.”
As for relationships with outside legal services
vendors, Mark notes that how much money is
spent with them is important but is not the
most important factor when evaluating value.

To Mark, the most important driver of value in
external relationships is having outside counsel or legal service vendors who: (1) have taken
the time to truly understand DHL’s business;
(2) have earned the trust and respect of his
team to deliver quality work at a cost that reflects the hyper-competitive landscape for service providers, and (3) are proactive in their
communication and delivery of services. Mark
states that, when considering whether a vendor is delivering value to DHL, he and his
team ask questions such as “are we partnering
with a firm that puts themselves in our shoes
and really understands our expectations and
the internal disciplines to which we are held
accountable”. Mark says that he and his team
typically answer such questions in the affirmative when outside counsel or legal service vendors engage, without prompting from Mark or
his team, in issue-spotting and taking steps to
proactively mitigate risks.
We asked Mark how the organizations for
whom he has worked typically defined value.
Mark says that in his experience the more experienced executives, such as those with whom
he currently works, measure value based on
several factors including consistent performance, credibility, and team leadership, coupled with a pragmatic business oriented approach to solving issues handled by his team.
“The fundamental objective of a strong legal
department is to work closely with the company to identify and mitigate legal and related
risks. The more a General Counsel and his or
her team partner with the business to proactively identify those risks before they become
issues, the more likely C-Suite executives will
see meaningful value being delivered”, says
Mark. His advice to up and coming
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General Counsels: “the more you come to be
known as a business person with a law degree
rather than merely a lawyer, the more likely
you will be perceived as a trusted advisor to
the business.”
We asked Mark to cite an example of how he
and his team delivered non-traditional value
to his organization. Mark cites how, in 2012,
he met with his CEO to capitalize on local and
state economic development initiatives tied to
job creation and growth. Mark proposed a
project to identify incentive opportunities the
company could capture by opening or expanding facilities. The project ultimately enabled
the legal department to capture millions in incentives and led to the creation of a team dedicated to investing in economic development
initiatives. Mark cites the project as an example of the company’s value propositions of
“thinking way outside the box, identifying opportunities to really create value where it never existed before” and bolstered the value of
the legal department to the organization.
We next asked Mark to share his insight on the
traditional relationship between corporate law
departments and law firms. Mark notes that
many firms truly believe they deliver superior
value based on their standards but they rarely
ask for feedback from their clients. Mark and
his team provide that feedback, which has led
to a substantial increase in the overall performance and value delivered by his firms. Mark
believes it incumbent upon outside counsel to
push the conversation on value but sees how
law firms are caught in a bit of a Catch-22 –
many law firms have a pyramid compensation
structure that is often the inverse of their
clients. As Mark puts it, “oftentimes law firm
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corporate clients have a pretty strong, stable,
financial base that is not tied to employee
(partner) compensation. Clients can be flexible
in their pricing models enabling them to offer
variety to different customers. Law firms still
generally rely on the traditional hourly rate for
services offering little creatively and flexibility
in pricing. The challenge I see for many law
firms is their compensation structure (an inverted pyramid) hampers their ability to be
creative with fees and explore new ways of delivering value that, in some instances, might
necessitate investment of time that that might
not be guaranteed to be compensated.
We asked Mark how he sees the RFP process
and vendor management tools as assisting in
the value conversation. Mark believes the traditional RFP process is broken and meaningless; however, he does believe that new processes can measure vendor performance and
hold them accountable by establishing expected value up front. If RFPs in the legal industry
are to be effective, Mark believes they should
have prospective vendors answer the same
questions using the same metric measurements to enable an apples-to-apples comparison of proposals. Mark also believes RFPs
should foster the competitive aspect of the
bidding process, and mentions how expert
consultants and new, innovative software platforms such as ClariLegal bring efficiencies to
the RFP process and help make it an important and valuable tool for the legal department
and the procurement team.
Lastly, we asked Mark about his thoughts on
business model alignment through the value
chain – does he see business models of clients
and vendors as out-of-alignment? Mark notes

how law firms haven’t quite figured out alternative fee arrangements and as a result they
aren’t used consistently throughout the legal
industry. Mark believes this is due to law firms
being unable to figure out how to charge AFAs
without upsetting their internal compensation
models. As a result, Mark notes how the
hourly fee remains the predominant business
model for law firms, although more and more
clients are pushing back in favor of more
fixed/flexible fee arrangements. Mark observes how hourly fees are entrenched with
many law firms operating profit margins that
exceed their clients’; however, he notes the
status quo won’t likely change until a ground
swell of clients push back on the hourly fee
business model.
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and small business owners with corporate
formation and structuring, contracts, commercial law, employment matters, and earlystage fundraising. His practice utilizes alternative fee structures to deliver value-based service to early-stage ventures.
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the preferred Legal vendor management platform that matches corporations and law firms
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ClariLegal solution saves time and money.
ClariLegal improves, quality and project
transparency which helps corporation and law
firm customers improve their ability to stay in
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Innovation

Innovation
in legal departments
By Gloria Sánchez Soriano (Head of Transformation, Legal Department at Banco Santander)

Wherever we go these days we hear the word
“innovation”, but what means innovating in legal departments?
Some might think that innovation necessarily
comes from implementing new technologies to
work more efficiently, while others will vote for
adopting other working methodologies. Both of
them are right. There is not a sole way to innovate in your legal department, but there are
many things that you should take into account if
you plan to innovate.
1. How can we innovate in our legal department?
Innovation relates not only to technology, but
also to processes and, above all, to people. You
will not be able to do much in the two first areas
without working at the same time with your
teams.
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Also, promoting a cultural change in your legal
department will be more realistic when it accompanies or follows a path of change in the
rest of your organization.
a) Some analysis as starting point
A good way to start is analyzing the current
situation of your legal department: What does
the legal department do? What is your time
devoted to? How do people and teams interact? Do you have bottlenecks? What are the
pain points to put focus on?
Such analysis can be carried out in various
ways, through interviews to the different
stakeholders, questionnaires, a time recording
exercise, workflows examination, etc. And the
importance of starting with some analysis is
great, as the perceptions you might have can
proof to be so, this is, mere perceptions, as you
advance with the analysis.
Analysis will help you focusing on solutions to
real problems.
b) Planning solutions
Once you have detected the pain points you
should start planning solutions. For such purpose, you can create working groups, appoint
someone in your department to take care of
the process, hire external counseling, etc…
For each problem, there might be a wide range
of solutions. In some cases, they will go from
re-defining your processes, re-organizing
workflows, creating a more cooperative environment, etc, to implementing certain technologies.
In order to decide which solution to take, you
will need to analyze and balance potential
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benefits and savings versus resources needed,
and time for implementation.
Implementing new working methodologies
can also be of help, as changing how teams
work is not an easy task without putting efforts at the same time on people, and how they
feel about change. Design thinking or Agile
methodologies are not new in the office, but
using them in legal departments is new in
most cases. My advice is to start with some experiments… e.g. implementing a whole agile
methodology in your department can be challenging, especially considering that part of the
way you work depends on others, mainly the
business line/department you are advising.
Thus, it might worth starting using these
methodologies in a specific project, after having agreed so with all the relevant stakeholders.
It is also advisable finding some champions to
help you launch your projects. Many people in
the teams love working in projects different to
their business as usual while they collaborate,
being part of the change. These champions can
help accelerating the change. Though, you
should not forget the importance of listening
to everyone. The most skeptical voices can
help you do some challenge to your project, so
an inclusive approach will be needed.
c) Prioritizing and focusing on execution
Prioritizing the projects or work lines to undertake is also an important ingredient of the
recipe. During your analysis you might encounter various pain points of many different
nature, some of which can be solved reviewing
the way work is performed and some others

may be solved adopting or creating a specific
technology. Also, some projects will take
longer efforts and bigger budgets while others
can be implemented with much less effort, or
without budget. Thus, when deciding the mix
of projects to undertake each year or each semester, you should take into account all this
variables.
The reality is that, in most cases, you won’t be
able to initiate all the projects at the same
time. The effort in terms of time and resources
can be of relevance, and certain projects need
to precede others as the information to be obtained or the steps to be taken after the previous project, can serve you to implement ulterior projects.
Once the team has agreed on a project to be
undertaken, managing the progress of the
project and keeping the team focus is of essence.
There is a lot of excitement around project
ideation, as creativity is such an important
part of innovation. But, executing the projects
is often the most difficult part. Many projects
risk failing if project managers and teams lack
enough focus on execution. Especially longlasting projects, where the team members’
mood or concentration to obtain results can
suffer ups and downs. To avoid this it is advisable to add short term objectives, iterations
and revisions along the project implementation and lot of team communication to the
recipe.
d) Learning “on the go” and demystifying failure
Most lawyers (particularly transactional ones)

are splendid objective-oriented employees
while many lawyers are very creative in offering solutions to business problems, and both
of them are great attributes for innovation.
On the contrary, due to this pronounced objective-oriented nature of lawyers, failing is not
often seem as an option. And understanding
that some initiatives will fail is part of the
process of innovation.
If I had to give one important tip for all the
process, is to: first, teach lawyers about principles of innovation such as fail fast and learn
fast and learn by doing, as a way to decode
their fear to fail, and secondly, allow people
and teams some room for experimentation.
Even in cases when failure arise, lessons learn
on the way will help teams to perform better
and to apply the knowledge acquired in next
projects.
There are tons of written papers about innovation in legal, legal technology, etc, but in most
cases, we learn as we go through the implementation of different projects.
2. Tone from the top
Innovation processes must be supported from
the top management, or in the case of legal
departments, from the General Counsel’s role.
Otherwise, risks are that the team do not consider innovation as a strategical question, with
the consequent loss of focus.
Assuming that, by merely appointing somebody for the role (without any support or any
budget), innovation will come just from the
creativity of the appointed person, is quite an
unrealistic position.
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All this process that will lead your department
to improve in the way they work will require
time and efforts from the whole team, and not
just from the appointed persons.
As advanced before, you might decide to dive
into the innovation processes on your own, or
you can choose to hire a consultant.
Even when hiring a great consultant for the
job, if the consultant does not count with support from the General Counsel and the rest of
the team, all the analysis and implementation
process may turn into a sterile exercise.
Establishing it as an objective of the whole legal department will help with the involvement
of team members. Remember that not all team
members will feel equally motivated with the
project.
3. Promote team’s involvement
Innovation as a strategic objective requires the
involvement of the team. But such involvement shall not be a passive one, but a truly active participation.
For the transformation process to take place,
team’s initiatives shall be fostered, as people
working in different roles know better what
are the problems, bottlenecks and situations
that you need to address. In my experience,
these tips can help:
• Requesting volunteers is a great way to finding people who will be genuinely engaged
with the project. Remember that commitment is necessary for the execution of
projects, as otherwise projects will end in a
mist of non-executed ideas.
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• Let the team decide how to construct some
solutions, make proposals, challenge decisions. As in product innovation, final users
are essential in the design process.
• All the team should feel owner of the innovation projects, as they will be the ones profited by the improvements.
4. Help others improve: legal as a
strategic partner
Legal departments are not isolated areas within the companies, they pertain to a bigger
structure and interact with many stakeholders
in the company.
Thus, innovation in legal will affect other departments, as well as innovation of other areas
such as sales, logistics, procurement, etc can
have a great impact in the legal department.
At the beginning of this article I mentioned the
significance of the change management and
innovation process in legal to accompany or to
be embedded with a process of change and innovation within the whole company. For this
purpose, cooperation between departments
needs to take place.
Finding your allies is also essential and in
many cases you will have to convince your
company on the importance to support your
project for the whole company. E.g. introducing a contract lifecycle tool may seem as a
whim of legal, though, savings in time, improvement of risk management, efficiencies
(e.g. via e-signature, approvals, etc) shall be a
benefit to the whole company or business line
affected.
At some point, it might happen that legal innovators become “internal advisors” of tech-

nological solutions to other departments of the
company, as their privileged location to observe technologies that help business grow and
work more efficiently can also benefit other
departments. The same way, if we think about
processes, a revision end to end of some particular processes may imply the reconsideration of workflows that exceed the legal function. And for that purpose, communication
and coordination between innovation leaders
from different departments has to happen.
As a summary, there is not a sole recipe for
innovating in legal departments, there are different spotlights and methodologies with the
common objective of working in a more efficient way, improving legal processes.
Also, technology cannot be seen as an objective itself, but as a facilitator, as Eva Bruch
pointed out recently “Artificial intelligence
must be used to solve specific problems; under
no circumstances must it guide the firm’s
strategy”, and I cannot agree more with this.
Innovation when defined as a strategical objective of legal departments, needs to be supported from the General Counsel’s role, and

count with enough budget. The pace of change
is accelerating exponentially, and to be ready
for more complex scenarios it will be indispensable to cooperate with other areas of the
company, as well as to promote collaboration
between team members.
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The Partnership Advantage
Achieving better business outcomes
through collaboration
By Cherilyn Tan, CEO of Interstellar Group Pte Ltd

Partnerships are a company’s collaborative
advantage
A key part of business today is about forming alliances or partnerships between companies. In a
global study by IBM, more than 75 percent of the
765 Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) surveyed
placed a high priority on forming partnerships outside of their organisations.
Professor Rosabeth Moss Kanter terms this as a
company’s a “collaborative advantage” - where the
ability to create and sustain fruitful collaborations
grants companies the competitive edge needed to
perform in the global economy.
In my experience in the legal technology world, this
has been absolutely true. While some partnerships
have been nothing more than short and quick interactions, others have been meaningful collaborations
that serve as a prelude to a possible merger of companies.
In this article, I will be sharing on some of the benefits of partnerships and the key considerations that
must be reviewed. These insights hold true to both
legal technology companies as well as law firms.
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Benefits of Partnerships
There are a few key benefits of partnerships:
• Profit, Cost & Risk Sharing
• Decreased Time-to-Market
• Resource Sharing
• Entry to New Markets
• Access to Justice
Profit, Cost & Risk Sharing
Firstly, partnerships allow for the optimization
of time, money and other resources. Depending on the exact nature of the partnership, it is
possible for partners to receive a percentage of
the profits for a particular product or service.
At the same time, just as profits are shared,
the associated costs and risks are shared as
well. This enables smaller or less established
companies to take on more valuable and large
scale projects.
Decreased Time-to-Market
Secondly, by pooling together resources and
technical knowledge, partners can bring products or services to the market in a shorter
amount of time. The creation phase of a product or service is often accelerated as partners
can produce results faster together.
One example that I witnessed was the privatepublic partnership in the legal sector. Specifically, under the Tech Start for Law programme, Asia Law Network and was able to
work alongside the Law Society of Singapore
as one of the approved technology providers.
This accelerated the adoption of our online
marketing tools. This year, both Asia Law
Network and tessaract.io - our latest product
in case and document management are listed
partners of the Law Society of Singapore. This
has helped us greatly in terms of getting

positive exposure amongst the legal market.
If you are a company that is operating in a
regulatory grey zone, it is important to take a
proactive approach when engaging the regulators. Regulators should be treated as important partners. By adopting a more collaborative and open approach, businesses can foster
better business outcomes.
Resource Sharing
Thirdly, partnerships also allow parties to
share resources. In some cases, parties may
not wish to jointly develop new products and
services. Instead, they may choose to leverage
on each other’s products and services to provide their users with access to a holistic offering of resources.
In my personal experience, one instance of resource sharing was Asia Law Network’s partnership with AML Accelerate. Through this
partnership, clients of Asia Law Network were
provided access to a money laundering and
terrorism financing compliance platform. At
the same time, Asia Law Network did not need
to invest resources to develop an independent
anti-money laundering tool.
Entry to New Markets
Fourthly, partnerships give businesses the opportunity to test their products in new markets. By structuring a partnership with companies based in a foreign market, businesses
can gain access to a new target market and
formulate an effective market access strategy.
One such personal experience was Asia Law
Network’s partnership with Australia-based
Legally Yours. Like AsiaLawNetwork.com,
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LegallyYours.com.au is a legal marketplace
that matches clients to lawyers. This partnership allows both companies to promote access
to legal services across Asia-Pacific.

• Are the members in both companies integrated operationally?
• Are the members in both companies integrated interpersonally?

Access to Justice
Finally, partnerships can allow businesses to
better achieve their objectives. As the CEO of
Interstellar Group, one of my company’s objectives is to promote access to justice. The
beautiful thing about the legal technology tools
that we build is that they can be used for
commercial cases, as well as pro-bono ventures.

The key considerations for each of the questions will be elaborated in the section below.

Through our partnership with the Global Pro
Bono Bar Association and the Legal Clinics in
Hong Kong, we have provided these organisations with access to our case management tool,
tessaract.io. Tessaract.io empowers these organisations to deliver pro bono services effectively and efficiently.
Similarly, our Quick Consult has also been
adopted by non-profit organisations, allowing
needy individuals to dial a lawyer for pro-bono
hep. The same synergy can be achieved for
other companies, as long as they seek out
partners that share a common vision and value
system.
Considerations for Partnerships
Nevertheless, partnerships do not always take
off. The operational and cultural challenges of
working with another party may result in
deadlock or conflict. If you are an organisation
contemplating a partnership, it is important to
ask yourself the following questions:
• Are the leaders of both companies integrated
strategically?
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Are the leaders of both companies integrated strategically?
It is important for top management to be in
constant contact. There must be continuous
discussion on goals or changes in each company. Having that conversation allows management to figure out how to work out differences
in vision.
Are the members in both companies integrated operationally?
It is also important for individuals in both organisations have updated and timely access to
information. One way of keeping operationally
integrated is to conduct training programs for
all members in the partnership. This allows
parties to develop a common vocabulary and
understand certain standards that must be
achieved in content strategy, sales and even
product development.
Are the members in both companies integrated interpersonally?
The best partnerships work when the people in
both companies know each other personally.
By building rapport and personal ties, parties
will have the openness and willingness to work
out minor differences when they arise.
Strong interpersonal relationships also allow
members to navigate differences in culture
and communication. If members are able to

demonstrate interest and respect, companies
will be able to overcome any cultural and organisational differences that arise.
Key takeaways
Partnerships are never easy. However, when
structured and managed properly, partnerships allow companies to achieve better business outcomes.
In summary, here are the key takeaways you
should bear in mind:
• Partnerships can yield benefits for parties.
These include immediate benefits like profit,
cost and risk sharing. It also includes future
benefits like opportunities in new markets
and the sharing of resources.

• Partnerships are living systems that require
strategic alignment between the leaders of
both companies as well as operational and
interpersonal integration amongst the members of both companies.

About the Author:
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The Shock of Legal Tech
No one Ignorant of Technology Should Read This
Georgios Stathis, PhD Candidate & Researcher at Leiden University

Introduction
As a son, grandson, and great grandson of lawyers, I fell into the law trap. From a young age, I
was exposed to the legal profession and have experienced traditional lawyering. Recent developments in the field of technology have affected that traditional way of operating within the legal sector, giving rise to the field of
legal technology (also known as ‘legal tech’).
Legal technology is concerned with the use of
technology as a means of advancing the delivery of legal services. The legal industry is
undergoing a fundamental change, which
has not yet been understood to its full extent
by the majority of the legal community. The
following example illustrates how this
change occurs.

Fortunato Depero (Il Ciclista Attraversa La Citta, 1945)
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Walking in the streets of Amsterdam for the
first time is a once-in-a-lifetime experience
for any tourist. Most tourists come from
countries where bicycles are not used as often as they are in the Netherlands. Anywhere
one walks in Amsterdam, one will definitely
be distracted by all of the attractions spanning throughout the city. However, while one
tries to sightsee, bicycles are crossing from

every direction, causing some minor disorientation. The feeling of which is reminiscent of
this painting.
What the bikes represent for a tourist in Amsterdam is what legal technology represents for
a legal professional used to the traditional
practice of law. Inadequate understanding related to existing technological advancements
and the potential of technology cause this disorientation. [1]
This article investigates how legal technology
shapes the legal industry and legal education,
and proposes solutions to bridge the gap between traditional lawyering and technologybased lawyering. The article will briefly introduce the importance of legal technology, incentivize an interested member of the audience to look further into the subject, and
hopes to inspire legal institutions to adapt to
educational needs.
Facts & Figures
Technology is introduced to the legal industry
through innovation, which can be observed on
two levels. The first level concerns in-house
innovation, where internal research and development occurs in legal corporations. The
second level is related to start-up innovation.
At the first level, one may observe that law
firms already compete to that extent. For example, in the Financial Times’ ‘innovative
lawyers’ annual competition firms or key individuals who create or make use of innovative
legal technology solutions are awarded. As for
the second level, according to legal complex, a
company that quantitatively measures the legal startup landscape, the number of startups

has grown to 5,908 in September 2018 from
22 in January 2010. [2]
A considerable interest is noticeable in creating and adapting to new technological innovations in the legal industry. That interest raises
the question of why such a motivation exists.
According to the figure of the International
Bar Association (IBA) in the next page, those
are the main drivers for that change.

Arising Skills
The innovation observed in the legal sector
creates a certain demand, which should be
matched by a certain supply from law school
graduates, who should possess the necessary
survival skills in such a technology-based legal
environment. These skills could be separated
into five different groups.
The first and most important skill that arises is
the need for the development of character
qualities as fundamental factors for adapting
to change. Unfortunately, building character
qualities has not been a fundamental concern
of educational institutions, even though it can
be considered as the number one factor that
provides successful results to people interested in change. The best example for one to understand this is through the criteria investors
have when investing in new ventures. Building
a company is the best example of understanding the importance of adapting to change, as
no company has a certain future. Investors,
therefore, have a substantial need of mitigating risks by taking into consideration different
factors, out of which the most important is the
character qualities of the people running the
companies in which they are interested.
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Warren Buffet supports this notion in that any
successful investment he has made is based on
investing in exceptional people with certain
qualities. [3] Inspired by his mentor Benjamin
J. Graham, he promotes the importance of
values, not as a means of acquiring financial
returns, but as qualities in peoples’ character
that assist them in taking the best approach in
their decisions, in other words, the one that
extracts the most value.
If educational institutions do not focus on
building such qualities for their students who
will later on become professionals, how can
they expect them to survive in an uncertain
future?
In addition, the introduction of data science to
the legal sector has created the need for analysis and interpretation of data. Data science is
the study that uses scientific methods to extract knowledge from factual information.
Memory and repetitive learning have been the
greatest driving forces in using previous data
by lawyers in traditional practice. With the increasing interest of data science, legal data
may not only be used in the advantage of
lawyers but of the greater legal community, by
lowering costs and time, and thereby increasing the efficiency of legal services. Lawyers can
use data science to predict, analyze and better
understand potential future outcomes and
gather knowledge for more appropriate action.
Another skill that needs careful consideration
is communication between legal and non-legal
professionals. New roles unfamiliar to lawyers
appear, which for professionals with other
backgrounds, such as that of a legal engineer
(explained in the next paragraph) or a computer scientist, would be more suitable. A

communication barrier, however, is observed
between lawyers and non-lawyers, given the
alienation of law in relation to other scientific
fields in recent years. The position of lawyers,
in the traditional sense, currently becomes less
advantageous and the need for survival creates
the need for new partnerships. These new
partnerships, in order to last, need to grow in
a welcoming and understanding environment,
from both sides. For that to occur, biases and
preconceptions from previous years should be
eliminated and new forms of communication
should be adopted to nurture a healthy and
productive culture.
The fourth skill is legal engineering. No one
can describe better the skills required for that
position than Daniel M. Katz, the leading U.S.
professor of legal technology. In his article, the
‘MIT School of Law’, he describes the importance for law schools to build polytechnic disciplines for their students. [4] He describes
how law firms can be seen as an equation consisted of law – tech – design – delivery, where
law is the substance and tech, design, and delivery is the process.
Legal knowledge for a long time has been
semi-structured. With the introduction of
technological methodologies, such as data science, and applied skills to legal education the
possibilities for systematic learning, structuring and delivering legal knowledge increase.
Last but not least, lawtrepreneurship, entrepreneurship focused on the legal profession, is
vital. Looking at the two levels of innovation,
one can observe the importance of business
skills for legal education. Even though some
universities embrace this approach, greater
interaction with start-up
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communities would lead to greater results.
In fact, between the two levels of innovation,
start-ups are far more important. This is because in-house innovation is based on advancing the existing reality of the market (going
from 1 to N), while start-ups are based on creating ground up solutions that bring the market to a new reality (going from 0 to 1), which
fits more closely to state-of-the-art technology
and constantly changing societal needs. [5]
This is directly linked with legal education,
since universities also tend to focus on the existing reality rather than focusing on adjusting
to the new reality. A potential problem is that
in the same way that most start-ups fail to
provide impactful value for the creation of a
new reality, some universities may also not be
able to provide substantial education value
that corresponds to the new reality.
One can therefore imagine how a technologybased law firm may operate in the not-so-distant future. Adjustments on each level of a
firm’s operations will be required. The firms
that will gain a competitive edge in the market, however, will not be those that will quantitatively absorb technological solutions, but
those that will rediscover themselves by experimenting on a qualitative basis by adopting
technological solutions.
Conclusion
Most law students begin their legal studies by
maintaining the expectations of the 20th century, and it is not until they start looking for
work when the first disappointments occur.
The current pursuits of institutions providing
legal education to adapt to a technology-based
lawyering do not match the necessities of the
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market to a proportional extent. As one can
see in the law school innovation index, U.S.
legal institutions already compete on the basis
of who is providing greater quality and quantity of legal technology education courses. [6]
Which approach should law schools take?
The answer may be found in Ancient Greece,
specifically in Plato’s belief that the youth
could be educated through various incentives,
such as the walls of the city they live in. [7]
What is interesting is the way in which he
turned his belief into action. In the lintel of his
Academy he placed the expression stating: ‘no
one ignorant of geometry should enter’. Perhaps a solution for law schools would be to
place on their lintels the expression stating:
‘no one ignorant of technology should enter’.

Notes
[1] The example and title of this article are inspired by Alvin Toffler’s ‘Future Shock’,
(1984), Bantam Books
[2] https://www.legalcomplex.com
[3] Peter Bevelin & Warren Buffett, ‘A Few
Lessons for Investors and Managers from
Warren Buffett’, (2012), PCA Publishing
[4] Daniel Martin Katz, ‘MIT School of Law? A
perspective on Legal Education in the 21st
Century’, (2014), University of Illinois Law
Review
[5] Peter Thiel & Blake Masters, ‘Zero to One:
Notes on Startups, or How to Build the
Future’, (2014), Crown Business
[6] https://www.legaltechinnovation.com/
law-school-index/
[7] Plato in his dialogue ‘Laws’ - various editions of this dialogue can be found.
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Taking leave from its senses or

why big law is neglecting its
corporate reputation
By Ignaz Fuesgen, Management consultant and business coach

From allegations of sexual misconduct, accusations of money laundering and assistance in
state capture, breach of professional rules, pursuit of questionable client matters, potential
conflicts of interest to such obscure examples of
poor judgement, such as the illegal dumping of a
family dog’s carcass in a suburban street, partners of large law firms try their best these days
to make headlines for the wrong reasons.
From London via Johannesburg to Wellington,
the series of incidents hits a profession and industry, which holds itself to a higher behavioural
and ethical standard than the rest of society and,
as importantly, whose stock in trade should, after all, be good judgment. Why is big law paying
so little attention to its reputation in times where
everyone invests vast amounts in building their
brands? Is there a correlation between brand
and reputation? What would be the consequence
of losing your reputation for your brand?
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Out of sight, out of mind?
The ultimate worst scenario has materialised.
The immediate reaction to any incident described above seems to follow a similar pattern: Fellow partners and spokespeople quickly try to ringfence those scandals and misdeeds with statements such as “We discussed
the matter with the individual concerned and
have satisfied ourselves that this is a personal
matter that does not involve the firm”. Law
firms are in simple terms always in denial of
the damage done to corporate reputation. In
the further course of the incident handling,
those firms attempt to either completely neglecting the actual issue, banking on the public
domain’s short memory or cutting ties with
the respective partner or staff member. Out of
sight, out of mind? The damage has been done
but do any of those law firms know what the
magnitude is, whether the damage is irreversible and what could be done to avoid further misdeeds? Before discussing potential
prevention and protection mechanisms, the
relationship between a brand and the firms’
reputation requires further exploration.
Brand is about relevancy and differentiation, reputation about legitimacy
While almost all law firms have embraced the
notion of branding, protecting and enhancing
the reputation of the firm has not yet gained a
place amongst the top priorities. This is even
more astonishing in today’s society with its
increased emphasis on business ethics and
corporate responsibility. Perhaps, one reason
for the absence of proactive reputation management is the struggle to differentiate between reputation and brand. Etterson and
Knowles (2008) [1] have introduced a simple,
but very effective distinction between the two
concepts, which appear to be relevant in this
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context. According to the two authors, a brand
is “client-centric” and “proactive” in nature, it
focuses on the service promise and commitment to its clients, wheras reputation is “firmcentric” and rather “defensive”, reflecting the
degree of credibility and respect a firm has
gained amongst a broad range of stakeholders,
including employees, clients, media, regulators and local communities. Di Somma (2015)
[2] recognises the brand’s functions “as a multiplier generating desire and differentiation”.
In comparison, reputation is the “sum total of
a firm’s track record” and “the accumulation of
its actions and statements to date”. In essence,
a firm’s brand is about relevancy and differentiation, whilst its reputation about legitimacy.
Albeit inevitably independent, brand
and reputation are correlated
A strong reputation is driven and affected by a
number of factors, such as management
strength, sustainable financial performance,
and, not to forget, fair and transparent remuneration and performance management, living
and nurturing diversity, environmental consciousness and corporate ethics. In return, a
strong brand is about the provision of excellent legal services embedded in client-centric
relationship management services, uniquely
addressing the needs and expectations of
clients.
Albeit inevitably independent in their specific
roles, brand and reputation are highly correlated with correlation scores ranging from
60% to 90% (meaning that perceptions of both
tend to move in the same direction), according
to Research + Data Insights (2016) [3] discussing research conducted by Hill + Knowlton Strategies. The brand is not separated
from reputation at all, as many tend to believe.

Balancing brand and reputation is crucial to a
firm’s long-term success. Just imagine a
strong brand driving the perception of excellent client service in terms of responsiveness,
global reach, sector focus and tailored fee
arrangements, whereas its internal management may not live up to ethical employment
practices. For instance, if we take the current
investigations into KPMG’s audit matters in
the UK and South Africa into consideration, it
has not just been damaging to their reputation
but devalued brand equity as a whole, which
has a direct impact on shareholder value. On
the contrary, a law firm with a solid and indisputable reputation in terms of integrity, and
exceptional diversity management, may simply fail to convince clients of its service excellence due to its lack of delivery on the brand
promise. This can be observed particularly in
traditional partnership structures of law firms
and many other Professional Services Firms,
where a high degree of individualisation results in often careless handling of the corporate brand and the relevant quality of brand
equity.
Undoubtedly, both share the necessity of creating perceptions amongst its separate
(though sometimes overlapping) constituencies. However, opposed to common belief it is
not the sole responsibility of the marketing
team to look after both, as explained in the
further course of this article.
Identification, prevention and protection against the ultimate worst-case
scenario
Coming back to our initial observation of all
those “incidents”, processes to identify, prevent and protect the corporate reputation
move into the lime light. These days, we notice

a strong focus on building brands and differentiating client services by means of increased
allocation and sophistication of non-fee earning staff to business development, marketing
and communications. More and more partners
are exposed to sales methodologies and accordingly trained. Sophisticated new fee
arrangements coupled with responsive relationship management processes, everything
being enabled by contemporary technology
platforms, result in unprecedented client experiences. But who is looking after the reputation of the firm?
As a first step, any risk – and losing your reputation is a risk – must be identified and agreed
upon by a firm’s leadership. A composite risk
index, common in corporate environments, is
one way to explore how and on which situational context, the law firm’s reputation may
be at risk. It aligns the risk of reputational
damages with other potential risks and forces
the leadership of a firm to look at it more integrated across functional barriers. Reminding
ourselves, that nurturing the corporate reputation is a defensive measure, only clear descriptions of potentially risky situations and behavioural patterns as well corresponding implications assist the further process. Subsequently,
identified reputational risks ought to be addressed by sufficient mitigation interventions,
such as internal communication activities to
refresh the partners’ awareness for corporate
values and strategies (partner or employee engagement). Does the law firm have a communication plan and stakeholder engagement
strategy to ensure that responses and messages are well thought-out in advance?
Have HR, Marketing, Communication and the
executive leadership collaborated to cover all
angles?
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Consequently, prevention should be based to a
significant degree on continuous and institutionalised client feedback processes to detect
developing unwanted behaviours at an early
stage. This process can be conducted in parallel to a brand health assessment optimising
involved resources.
Finally, protecting the law firm’s reputation is
everyone’s responsibility, as Keri Calagna,
leader of Deloitte & Touche LLP Advisory’s
brand and reputation management practice
rightly observes. There is no ownership by a
single person or department. Leading practices are based on a holistic approach driven
by an oversight committee which bundles the
various pools of expertise within communications, marketing, brand, strategy, risk and crisis management in a firm.
The last word on reputation belongs to Warren
Buffet who observed that “a great reputation is
like virginity – ‘it can be preserved but it can’t
be restored.” We should better look after it.
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2018]
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Filling the Holes
of the Legal Profession
By Ibrahim Shehata, International Arbitration
Lawyer at Shehata & Partners

A leading company in manufacturing power
tools tends to gather up its new executives for a
training whereby it shows them a slide of a power drill and simply ask them if this is what the
company sells. The new executives usually get
baffled and confounded by the question but they
usually to tend to answer in the affirmative. To
their bemusement, the answer usually comes in
the next slide as a neatly drilled hole; the trainers answer that this ‘is actually what our customers want, and it is your job as new executives
to find ever more creative, imaginative, and
competitive ways of giving our customers what
they want.’ [1]
This anecdote can teach us as lawyers a lot of
valuable and intriguing lessons; as a starting
point, lawyers should start by defining their
mission. At first glance, this could seem like an
easy question with a simply answer, namely,
providing high quality legal services to your
clients. On another look, it will be clear that providing high quality legal services is the power
drill that might or might not fill the hole.
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Therefore, the answer should be providing
‘ever more creative, imaginative, and competitive ways of giving our customers what they
want’ [2] or what could be simply described as
“maximizing the value for our clients.” The
question then becomes clearer; what is the
value that clients are seeking when they instruct their lawyers. This is actually the hard
question to answer which will distinguish one
firm from another.
Upon a time, in the traditional “guild” model
of law practice, attorneys and firms set rates
and legal clients simply paid invoices for services rendered. Today’s market has evolved
significantly and everyone in the ecosystem
must not only understand but practice within
the confines of a budget and near real-time
metrics/analysis and agreed-upon outcome
valuations.
Understanding the Business of Law
In a highly integrated and globalized world,
corporate clients are more and more demanding. Corporate clients might find it difficult to
compare between law firms to determine
which firm would best suit its mission and fulfil its needs. As a starting point, the fees are
more or less the same across all the big law
firms; they all adopt the same timesheet
billing approach, despite the fact that this approach is not necessarily appealable to corporate clients. Clients need to know their transaction costs beforehand in order to assess
their risks comprehensively. Therefore, it’s
about time for law firms to abandon
timesheets and adopt an upfront fixed-fee
billing approach. This fixed-fee approach
would help the law firms maximize the value
to its clients because it will help the firms fo-

cus on what is valuable to its clients rather
than what is billable.
Another area that needs development on part
of the law firms, is the ability to speak the language of their clients. What corporate clients
understand best is numbers and not legalese.
A law firm should try its best to be able to visualize in numbers – as best as it can – all of
its legal advice, legal strategies, and legal services. If a law firm is able to assess the risks of
a certain issue in numbers, then the firm
would be able to communicate better with its
client. For instance, a merger and acquisition
that is blocked by a required antitrust approval, if the law firm is able to put a percentage on how successful its efforts could be, then
this will provide enormous benefit to its client
which would be able then to assess whether
it’s better to proceed with the acquisition or
terminate the agreement. Legal tech could be a
useful asset to help with predicting such outcomes. For example, a London law firm used
data on the outcomes of 600 cases over 12
months and was able to create a model to assess the viability of personal injury cases. [3]
More importantly, law firms should start utilizing the legal tech in a way that would maximize the value of their clients. In this regard,
Deloitte has highlighted the areas of practice
that would be best suited as use cases for legal
technology. [4]
In this regard, JPMorgan has used an AI-powered program called COIN since June 2017 to
interpret commercial loan agreements. This
program was able to complete what took
360,000 lawyer-hours in a few seconds. [5]
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Further, Kira Systems allow lawyers to identify, extract, and analyze business information
contained in large volumes of contract data
which could help a lot with M&A due diligence. [6] Lastly, ROSS uses the power of
IBM's Watson supercomputer to find similar
cases; it can for instance find a nearly identical
case in bankruptcy law to your fact pattern
almost instantly. [7]
In conclusion, law firms should always keep in
mind that their mission should be aligned with
the mission of their corporate clients. The law
firm of the future will be able to leverage the
efficiency generated by its legal tech to deliver
a competitive fixed-fee legal advice visualized
in numbers that would maximize the value to
their clients by providing ‘ever more creative,
imaginative, and competitive ways of giving
our customers what they want.’

Notes
[1] Susskind, Richard, “Tomorrow's Lawyers:
An Introduction to Your Future” (2017), p.
188-9. Oxford University Press.
[2] Ibid.
[3] Lauri Donahue, “A Primer on Using Artificial Intelligence in the Legal Profession,” Harvard Journal of Law and Technology, January
3, 2018 (last accessed at May 26, 2018).
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[4] Deloitte, “A changing world requires a new
approach to law,” Available at https://
www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/legal/
articles/legal-management-consulting-approach.html (last accessed at May 26, 2018).
5] Lauri Donahue, “A Primer on Using Artificial Intelligence in the Legal Profession,” Harvard Journal of Law and Technology, January
3, 2018 (last accessed at May 26, 2018).
[6] Ibid.
[7] Ibid.
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Contracts
Aligning Legal and Business?
By Colin Levy, Legal Innovation Advocate and Corporate Lawyer

Contracts serve as a bridge between the legal
and business functions. What is often the
biggest issue from the perspective of inhouse counsel in terms of contracting serves
as an illustrative example. That issue is getting
and keeping internal
business stakeholders
and legal aligned. This
is something that no law
school course can teach.
However, it is a major
aspect of the contracting
process. It can often define the contours of a
negotiation and/or
dramatically redefine
them.
Yet, it may sometimes appear, particularly to
a new or inexperienced lawyer, that your job
and the job of your internal client, often
someone in sales, are diametrically opposed.

You want to protect and defend against legal
risk. Your client wants to get the deal done
and by doing so generate greater revenue.
So, how does one resolve this seemingly intractable issue? There is
no one size fits all solution. There are some
concepts to keep in
mind as you work your
way through the contract management
process that can make
the process both easier
and more efficient as
well as ensuring that the
deal gets done and done
the right way.
At the outset of any potential deal-making
process, one needs to keep in mind that each
contract requires a balance to be struck
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between the needs of the business and the risk
profile of the company. Finding a balance is
not nor should ever be a zero-sum game. What
is required is to truly understand your company’s business and understand what legal risks
come into play vis-à-vis the company’s business.
One effective way to do this is investing time
in getting to know the business that you represent. Obtain a firm grasp of what products
your company makes and the markets that the
products seek to serve. Talk to the sales team
including both sales team leaders as well as
lower-level team members. Get to know their
personalities, what drives them, and why they
like doing what they do. Ask them about the
customers that they sell to. What are these
customers looking for? Which customers are
easier to deal with and why than others? In
addition, ask them in an ideal world, what are
they expecting from you as the company
lawyer? How can you best help them?
By getting to know your sales teams on a personal level, you will be better able to interact
with them by knowing their expectations of
you. Based on those expectations you can then
tailor your responses to suit their needs.
Moreover, by asking about the company’s customers, you can gain a clearer understanding
of what the customers are looking for and why
certain types of customers might be more likely to push back on some provisions while others may be more amenable to them. In asking
questions about the products that your company makes, you can better evaluate risks by
knowing what the products do, how they work,
and the markets that the products seek to
serve.
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However, it is also important to be reminded
that asking these questions of your sales teams
and getting to know your company’s products
and customers is only part of the groundwork
that you should be doing. You need to also ensure that your legal toolkit is robust and adaptive. This starts by creating, if you do not already have one, a template library of agreements that your sales teams can use as they
seek to do deals and playbooks of legal positions and rationales for them as well as potential compromise positions. For those who may
not be aware, a legal playbook is essentially a
document that outlines a range of possible tactics. That is to say, if a customer pushes back
on a certain provision, the playbook can provide you with a way to respond and/or some
compromise language that you can offer. Having templates and a playbook allows your sales
teams to do two things. First, they are given
the ability to provide the customer with a draft
agreement favorable to your side. Second, it
facilitates the deal-making process by allowing
your sales people to engage in some initial negotiation rather than you are allowing you to
focus on other, more strategic matters. Having
a legal playbook also helps ensure the promotion of key business objectives and helps you
manage risk by establishing clear legal positions aligned to your company’s risk positions.
Another component of the strategic goal of
keeping all parties on the same page is effective communication. In practical terms, this
means being responsive, even if that means
simply sending an email acknowledging receipt of a request if you cannot provide a
proper response at that moment. This also
means keeping all relevant parties informed as
to the status of a matter, any issues that have
arisen, and constantly seeking their input

on how to proceed through such issues. In addition, you want to be able to tailor your message appropriately. No matter if it is an email,
a text, or a voicemail, you want to ensure that
your message is tailored to its audience. By
knowing the salespeople and their expectations of you, this task should be easier than it
would appear to be. You also want your message to be clear and concise. People don’t have
a lot of time, so your message needs to convey
important information in a clear way, free of
jargon and, unless you are communicating
with a fellow lawyer, so-called legalese as well.
Lastly, another step you can take to keep all
parties aligned, if you can afford to do so, is to
have in place an effective and a transparent
contract management process that allow
stakeholders to track all contracts from start to
finish. This means allowing not just lawyers
being able to access the system and use the
system to push through deals. Another whole
article could easily be written on the multitude
of contract management tools that exist in the
market and that do this quite well. There are
many great resources out there to help you determine what type of system is best for you.
Ultimately, the real key here is to a) do your
research on these systems since so may exist
and b) ensure that the process allows all necessary stakeholders to provide input in a clear
and consistent way. This not only will promote
better efficiency and cooperation among all
key parties, but also, but more trusting and
closer relationships going forward.
By working to ensure that all key individuals,
regardless of whether they are fellow attorneys
or business people, you are at an immediate
advantage not just in the contract management process, but also in terms of being a

highly trusted member of your company’s
business team. At the end of the day, as inhouse counsel you want to be an equal and
trusted member of the team dedicated to keeping the business protected and growing.
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BusiBy Mauricio Duarte, Attorney and Associate at
QIL+4 ABOGADOS
For most “millennials” the online environment is a basic
need. In a period of transition, innovation, and growth,
this should not be surprising. The online world overcomes the physical limitations of space and enables us to
learn, socialize, create, solve, buy, and sell in new and
efficient ways. Technology’s reach is broad and our attraction to it is endless. As the online environment continues to grow rapidly, it is time to acknowledge its potential as a powerful tool that can help solve more disputes and new kinds of disputes. Blockchain, smart contracts, artificial intelligence (A.I.), machine learning, and
text-mining applications are just a few of the new technologies that are being used in many industries. However, the legal industry, especially the arbitration world,
has been timid to welcome these new technologies. Legal
professionals are known for their conservative position
regarding the exercise of the profession. Furthermore,
resistance to technology persists, in part, on deep concerns that such technologies will seize the role of the traditional lawyer role and change the usual way of doing
things. Nevertheless, clients are increasingly seeking
more simplicity, transparency, and accessibility to dispute resolutions at a lesser cost. Arbitration and new
technologies can have a constructive and beneficial relationship. On one hand, new technologies can improve
efficiency, improve transparency, and reduce overall
costs to arbitration proceedings. On the other hand, arbitration could present itself as a trusted mechanism to
solve new disputes, especially those related to the hi-tech
world.
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ICT/Software

Tech

High Technology Arbitration

The opportunities to use technology to resolve,
and even prevent, disputes are within our
reach. Even though it could be argued that
technology is the source of many problems, at
the same time, technology has the potential to
provide many solutions. As long as we are
ready to understand the shortcomings of the
human mind, we can acknowledge the potential of new technologies and move forward.
Blockchain
Unless you are a software developer, it is possible you never have heard of blockchain.
Blockchain was first described by Satoshi
Nakamoto in his paper introducing Bitcoin. In
a strictly legal definition, blockchain is a
transaction validation mechanism, not requiring intermediary assistance. [1] In a distinctive
definition, blockchain is a decentralized technology, maintained by a distributed system of
computers (known as “nodes”), that enables a
purely peer-to-peer network to transfer assets,
exchange values, and enter into contracts
without the assistance of intermediaries.
Blockchain is based purely on a decentralized
chain of transactions, each one being added as
a block and linked together by chaining the
hash of the previous block. [2] As such, this
technology has some very appropriate attributes such as security, permanence, immutability, and accessibility due to the cryptographic
link in which is based upon.
Thus, a person that wishes to change the information in the blockchain must control a
significantly proportion of the computation
power (typically 51%) [3] to produce one false
block and faking transactions back into the
past is exponentially hard.

Blockchain can check and verify the authenticity of facts, data, processes, evidence, reputation, with the same simplicity as googling for
information today. Imagine how blockchain
could be used in arbitration in a myriad of
ways. Some of the possible uses of this technology could be the following:
1. Arbitrators could verify the existence of evidence and facts in the blockchain: Timestamping is a basic function of blockchain
that permanently registers on the
blockchain the time that a particular action
took place. For example, this could be
recording the transfer of an asset, or the
fact that an action occurred, such as the
delivery of merchandise at a given harbor.
This feature of the blockchain could be
used by arbitrators to verify that an event,
argued by one of the parties, actually took
place at a particular moment in time. Even
from an evidentiary perspective, this could
save time, money, and unnecessary discovery proceedings.
2. Arbitrators could have a reputational system in the blockchain that reduce conflicts
of interest: A general blockchain based
reputation system could aim to solve several major challenges such as lack of impartiality and independence from arbitrators. The blockchain could be used to store
reputation from the arbitrators that have
completed previous arbitrations. With this
information, the parties could verify if
there have been previous claims for lack of
independence or impartiality from a given
arbitrator they wish to appoint. Furthermore, unlike most previous generation
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reputation systems where the reputation is
controlled by a centralized authority, a new
proposed reputation system could be controlled by the parties. The party that has
appointed an arbitrator can calculate the
reputation score based on certain parameters. Therefore, depending on the reputational average, another party could decide
which arbitrator hast the best reputation to
be appointed. Talk about a competitive industry dictated by a reputational system in
the market. Forget the short-list of arbitrators.
3. Blockchain could help the recognition of
international awards: It is possible to store
a duly rendered award in an arbitration
proceeding. By having this information in
the blockchain, the jurisdictional authority
could verify the existence of the award and
avoid additional costs, judicial proceedings, and the traditional “exequatur” according to the New York Convention of
1958. [4] Forget about having the “burden
of proof” to prove the existence of an award
duly certified. Blockchain can do the task
in its own. [5]
Smart Contracts
Smart contracts, term first introduced by Nick
Szabo [6], is a key underpinning of blockchain.
Smart contracts are agreements that are implemented in software code and can be automatically enforced after a set of conditions
have been met. With smart contracts, performance obligations are not written in standard
legal prose. Rather, the contractual obligations
are set up in a strict and formal programming
language, like Solidity in the Etherum
Blockchain. Smart contracts present an extraordinary feature of automatic enforcement.
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That means that once the conditions of the
contract are put into motion, the terms embodied in the code will be executed, and nobody, including the parties, can stop it. Right
now, smart contracts are being designed to
transfer digital currencies, as well as to control
access to data. However, imagine a world in
which an arbitral award could be embodied in
the form of a smart contract.
Arbitrators could help the efficiency in the enforcement of the award by expressing the
award in code. The award could be drafted in a
way in which, after a set of conditions have
been met, the award could be automatically
enforced by the prevailing party. The benefits
could extend to the following:
• avoid the malice [7] that exists, in some instances, for the enforcement of the award;
• promote, even more, trust and reliance in
the efficiency of arbitration;
• save costs for the parties; and
• avoid unnecessary judicial scrutiny or intervention.
I do not intend to diminish the importance of
the New York Convention. On the contrary, I
believe is one of the most successful international conventions in history. However,
the reality is that technology can disrupt the
legal world, making some legal tools obsolete
to make way for efficiency. If this sounds like a
crazy idea, maybe it is. But technology gives us
the platform to think big.
As people related to the arbitral world become
more familiar with smart contracts, their use
could be extended to other areas. For example,
smart contracts could be used to process automatic payments to the institutions that administer arbitrations. Other example could

be the use of smart contracts for security for
costs. Security for costs are interim measures,
usually requested by the claimant, if there is
reasonable cause to believe that the defendant
is insolvent and will not pay the legal fees and
expenses. By setting up a smart contract, there
could be and automatic performance of the
measure if the losing party does not voluntarily comply. Finally, smart contracts could also
be used by financial institutions to enhance
third-party funding. As you can see, the uses
could be extended to other areas, as long as
the technology is mature enough and the players of the game are willing to use these tools.
Artificial Intelligence
The general goal of artificial intelligence
("A.I.") research is to enable computers to interact with the world as ordinary humans do.
However, AI is characterized by the ability to
perform actions without direct human presence or intervention. The uses of AI, depending on its complexity and advanced technology, can perform one or more of the following
functions:
• gather information;
• personalize information;
• monitor information;
• analyze information; and
• undertake actions, through a cognitive
knowledge base and a self-sustainable experience.
Despite the lack of legal barriers, especial resistance to artificial intelligence persists, thriving on concerns this technology will usurp arbitrators’. In other words, A.I. has sparked a
debate on a computer’s ability to solve a legal
dispute in arbitration and on the consequences such technology would have on the
legal world.

At this point in time, is improbable that technology could completely replace arbitrators.
Almost all existing national and international
laws and rules envisage that arbitrators must
be human. [8] Furthermore, the use of A.I. to
act as an arbitrator would lack the key human
characteristics of feelings, morality, decency,
the ability to explain logical deductions of the
decisions, and the ability to decide ex aequo et
bono.
However, it could be argued that in some
years, A.I. could replace arbitrators. As long as
the A.I. has the ability to fact-find, assess independently, analyze critically, and act impartially, there should not be objective restrictions. It is an uphill climb, but there could be a
future in which is accepted that arbitration can
be automated by artificial intelligence.
On the other hand, fueled by the progress
made by artificial intelligence, arbitrators can
optimize their role and use A.I. In a near future, arbitrators could no longer need to spend
countless hours shifting through contracts, evidence, and international case law. A.I. could
maximize the efficiency of each case, forcing
arbitrators to cut down on the time spent in
arbitrations. For example, machine learning
powered by A.I. could have the capacity to
review thousands of cases and decisions in
merely seconds. Furthermore, with legal
grunt work becoming automated, arbitrators
could engage in more substantive work. Consequently, A.I. is a tool that will increase access to cheaper and more efficient services in
arbitration.
Final Thought
“Code is law” has become a well-known phrase
that asserts that code can structure human
behavior more effectively than law due to its
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objective parameters without undue influence
of external factors. I think we’re going to see
the adoption of technology in the legal market,
and hopefully in the arbitral world. Lawyers
are sort of naturally reluctant, for cultural reasons, to disrupt the way they work and go
about their profession. Technology tends to
generate that aversion. However, some major
international law firms are already making use
of technology, such as blockchain, in order to
embrace this new trend.
We require a reorientation of perspectives
along with the development of new processes
that use technology. We need new ways to
handle the increasing variety of disputes that
are surfacing and new ways to think about
how to do this. New technologies can ease
some of arbitration’s inconveniences, such as
high costs and, sometimes, lack of efficiency.
This might be the only way in which we can
promote real efficient justice.
Right now, technology is no longer a luxury; it
is increasingly becoming a necessity. The pace
of technological change is accelerating, the innovations cycles are getting shorter, and new
technologies are adopted at lightning speed.
Hopefully, lawyers can forget a technophobic
mindset and embrace the notion that innovation requires the ability to see change as an
opportunity rather than a threat. For the sake
of arbitration, a tradition of innovation has to
be embraced.

Notes
[1] William, M., The Business Blockchain.,P. 5
[2] The collection of blocks (and their transactions) is called the ledger in Bitcoin and is
publicly inspectable by any peer.
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[3] Known as the 51% attack
[4] Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958.
[5] For more, see Could Blockchain Help the
Recognition of International Arbitration
Awards?, Kluwer Arbitration Blog, April 20,
2018.
[6] Nick Szabo, Smart Contracts: Building
Blocks for Digital Markets
[7] Sometimes using the defenses laid out in
Article V of the New York Convention.
[8] For example, Art. 1450 of the French Code
of Civil Procedure mentions that only physical
persons could be entrusted to act as arbitrators. Similarly, the English Arbitration Act
1996 irrefutably presupposes that an arbitrator is inherently and by default a human, as
Art. 26 deals with the event of the arbitrator's
death.
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Innovation

Innovation Aversion
By Andrew Vorster, Innovation Catalyst, Public Speaker and Published Author
“Are legal professionals simply too risk
averse to embrace innovation?”

team potentially blocking anything unknown
or new?

I was moderating a panel session on “Stimulating a culture of innovation” at the Legal
Innovation & Tech Fest conference in Sydney earlier this year when this question came
in from a member of the audience.
Legal professionals are expected to be risk
averse. It’s pretty much in their job description as clients look to their legal team to
keep them out of trouble. Innovation on the
other hand, often demands fairly high levels
of risk taking. So how do you stimulate an
innovation culture within a legal practise
and how do you reconcile the higher risk appetite required to innovate within a corporate environment with a risk-averse legal

Earlier in the day, my opening keynote at the
event was titled “Igniting Innovation Initiatives” and my aim was to open the audience’s
hearts and minds to the broader innovation
ecosystem and encourage them to become
more involved. During the keynote, I recounted an anecdote that resonated with a
large portion of the audience:In a previous role, I was responsible for
managing the idea flow of new concepts that
came out of Technology Research and Development. We established a cross functional
“Innovation Council” comprised of subject
matter experts and senior leaders
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representing core functions of the company
eg:- Finance, Legal & Compliance, Sales, Marketing, HR, Customer Service and Technology.
The aim of the Innovation Council was to provide an opinion on the feasibility of an innovative concept before we invested too much time
and resources – the concept will be familiar to
anyone whose organisation manages ideas
through a “stage-gate” process – something I
like to describe as “throwing cold water” over
the ideas.
This is certainly a necessary step in the
process but we quickly learned a few valuable
lessons. The legal professional that initially sat
on the council had many years of experience in
the industry and their opinion carried a large
amount of weight in the decision to proceed
with evaluating a concept or not. Our problem
was that a large proportion of the concepts
were met with a flat out “NO”. They were
deemed to be too risky / would potentially increase the liability of the organisation / might
lead to brand damage etc etc etc.
We were extremely unhappy with the watered
down suggestions that came back – they simply were not innovative enough at a time when
startups were disrupting the industry and
threatening our business model and potentially our very existence.
One day, a new member of the legal team arrived at the side of my desk to ask me a few
questions. He had previously worked for an
extremely innovative technology company that
regularly registered patents on new ideas and
concepts and he was astonished that not only
had our company never registered any patents
of it’s own but we didn’t even appear to have a
process to identify patentable concepts.
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I pulled out a raft of proposals previously rejected by the Innovation Council and his eyes
lit up – “YES”, he exclaimed, “this is exactly
what I’m talking about”.
I then went on to describe the situation we encountered during the Innovation Council sessions and he suggested that he would investigate the possibility of taking the place of the
existing legal professional on the Council.
I was pleased to see him at the next Innovation Council meeting but my heart sank when
it came time for him to voice his opinion on
our latest proposal ………. as the first word out
of his mouth was “No” ……..
Thankfully however, he continued “not as you
have currently proposed the concept as that
would be flirting dangerously close to the law,
BUT – if you made these (somewhat minor)
changes to your proposition, it would get the
full support of the legal department”.
YES – at last, we had a legal professional on
the team that said “no, but ….”. He was extremely comfortable with the need to balance
risk and embrace innovation – which is exactly what we needed. His appetite for innovation
led to us involving him much earlier in our
concept development where he became invaluable in helping us shape and formulate
new and innovative products and concepts.
So back to my panel members – who were all
senior legal professionals that were driving
cultural change within their own organisations
– how did they respond to the question from
the audience?
The debate got quite animated as each of them
bore the scars of repeated failure and

frustration that preceded success – very familiar stories when it comes to innovation and
cultural change. The key insights that they had
to share came down to 5 points:1. “The need to embrace change” – they all
recognised that (most) legal professionals
are wary of change and the key is to “make
the unknown, known” by regularly commmunicating the impacts and implications of
the change going on in the world today.”
2. “Value the past and leverage the future” –
they all advocated recognising the strong
base on which their companies were built
while at the same time looking for opportunities to improve the way they did things
and how they could help their own organisations by leveraging new concepts.
3. “Be prepared to move out of your comfort
zone” – they realised that this easier said
than done as the fear of failure is the primary reason for not even trying in the first
place.
4. “Identify innovation champions” – like my
colleague in the story above, there are always those who are more willing to embrace change and they can be a powerful
catalyst within your team and your company at large.
5. “Apply tenacity and humility in equal
parts” – cultural change is difficult and
slow. You need to keep at it and celebrate
the successes however small they are – and
then you need to keep on going.
Now I’d like to hear from you – do you think
legal professionals are simply too risk averse
to embrace innovation, or do you have what it
takes to lead a cultural change across your organisation?
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Brazil Legal Techs ecosystem
is thriving and is set to be one of the future global
top leaders on transformation and innovation
By Leonardo Toco, legal technologist and COO at AB2L I Co-founder of juntospelo.rio

Introduction
The pace of transformation and innovation is
increasing in every area around the globe and in
all sectors and professions. The legal practice
took more time to start experiencing profound
changes, but we already see an increase of solutions, technologies and more importantly, a new
mindset that combined make the perfect opportunity for big and deep transformations.
The main impact on the legal profession is the
change on the current day-to-day business as
there is a growing potential for the lawyers freeing themselves of manual, bureaucratic and
repetitive tasks, and devoting more time to the
complex cases that require logical reasoning and
sensibility. At the same time lawyers receive
support and guidance from various Legal Tech
solutions that are built. Once this transformation process is in place, the lawyers will be free
to develop and rely even more on their emotional intelligence. It will enable them to use their
full human capacity to execute their business
with expanded quality and more efficiency. It
will improve their services provided to the
clients and the community as a whole.
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Brazil has a big potential market and can even
be one of the global leaders on the transformation and innovation in the legal space due to
many factors that will be discussed in this article.
Brazil Market overview
Market potential is an important item to be
analyzed on any transformation and innovation effort as the bigger the market potential,
more players will invest time, money and energy on bringing innovative solutions and creating companies to tackle the clients' needs or
“pains” - a term frequently used on the startup
world.
Brazil has an impressive number of legal
claims (or lawsuits), we currently have more
than 100 million legal claims currently been
addressed on the courts, adding to this, our
country has more than 1 million lawyers, the
biggest number worldwide. Another important
factor is that a big part of the claims is already
digitized, a process that started in December
2006 with the law # 11.419, which established
the basis and rules for the digitized claims.
There are still challenges with the claims digitization but with the current advance, we can
already see a lot of solutions that are based on
the digital claims.
Another important fact is that our country
spends around 1.3% of the Gross Domestic
Product (CNJ data) to maintain the judiciary
system - a big number if compared with the
averages of various developed and underdeveloped countries.
As for restrictions, there are specific regulations by the Brazilian Bar Association (Order
of Attorneys of Brazil - OAB) on lawyers ad-

vertisement and alternative legal service
providers, both are not allowed in Brazil. On
another side, the market is open to most of the
Legal Techs that have focused on providing
services to the lawyers, the law offices, the inhouse legal departments, and the courts.
It is true that the amount usually spent by
clients on solutions for the legal space is still
low, but that is starting to change as lawyers,
the law offices, the in-house legal departments
are joining the transformation and innovation
path and the solution providers are working to
prove more value out of their offers.
Another important aspect is that Brazil has the
biggest startup ecosystem in Latin America
with some recent cases of big Venture Capital
Investments, IPOs, and exits which reinforce
the importance of the Brazil startups and entrepreneurship and attracts even more investments to the country.
The Legal Tech Market Growth
There are already established Legal Tech ventures (Legal Techs) in Brazil (for quite a long
time) but in the recent years, we have seen a
robust growth of new companies, with more
than 15 launches in last year. We can say that a
big contributor, fostering an ecosystem of
growth, is the Brazilian LawTechs and LegalTechs Association. The Brazilian LawTechs
and LegalTechs Association (AB2L) started on
January/2017 with the aspiration of promoting and engaging the legal ecosystem and
bringing information to all the entities involved with law provisioning and the practice
advisory. Since its launch, we have seen a big
surge of LawTechs and LegalTechs getting onboard the association and also many earlystage startups have been developed.
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We are also seeing an increasing amount of
lawyers, law offices and in-house legal departments joining the association on a quest
for innovation and technology information in
order to start the transformation and innovation journey with their ventures.
According to AB2L’s latest Legal Tech radar
update, we have +100 companies divided into
the 12 segments.
The radar is proven to be a very useful tool to
the ecosystem both in order to inform the
market (in terms of what already exists) and to
potential clients (to find specific solutions to
their needs). – More information about the
radar go to https://www.ab2l.org.br/radar
The radar segments:
• Legal content, education and consulting –
Information portals, legislation, legal news
and articles and other consulting companies
providing services from information security
to tax consulting.
• Taxtech – Platforms that provide solutions
and technologies to the general government
taxes.
• Compliance – Solutions that offer a set of
disciplines to make the companies comply
with the set of disciplines, government legal
norms, legislation and enterprise policies.
• AI for the Public sector – Solutions that use
Artificial Intelligence for the public sector.
• Document management and automation –
Legal document automation software and
contract lifecycle management solutions.
• RegTech – Solutions to solve problems generated by the regulatory requirements.
• Public data extraction and monitoring – extraction, monitoring and management of
public legal information, such as cases publi-
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•

•

•
•

•

cations, claims, legislation, and other documents.
Do it yourself – Self-service legal solutions
Management of law offices and the in-house
legal departments – solutions to the information and claim management for the law
offices and the in-house legal departments.
Professionals network – Networks to connect legal related professionals, which make
it possible for people and companies to find
lawyers around Brazil.
Analytics e Jurimetrics – Jurimetrics and
data compilation and analysis platforms
Online Dispute Resolution – companies dedicated to the online dispute resolution trough
alternate ways to the legal court claims as
mediation, arbitrage and deals negotiation.
Exposure to the market and the ecosystem is
key.

Another important success factor for Legal
Techs is the ability to show their solutions in
the legal ecosystem and to acquire leads from
legal entrepreneurs, lawyers, law offices, inhouse legal departments, and judges. They become more interested in change and transformation and they notice that successful innovation is the result of the joint collaboration.
A Nice example is a legal Hackathon. With
more than 4 ventures, in 2 different cities,
Brazil plays a serious role in the Global Legal
Hackathon.
We are also assisting many in-house legal departments to organize LegalTechs Demodays
(or Pitch days).
Legal Techs and the legal departments are
asked to specify their “pains” and have an
open conversation about innovation and technology.
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Impression of StartSe Legal Tech event

Another interesting venture is our Silicon Valley mission. Key in these missions is to explore
the ecosystem, establish a partnership, improve networking and bring together new
ideas have been done with very good successful results. Discussion groups also play an important part in transparency. Many discussion
groups are been created, under the guidance of
the AB2L association, with vast themes as
ODR, Blockchain, AI, Data Protection, Compliance, IOT and so on and, many articles have
been published on the local media which are
highly contributing to the information sharing
and mindset change. AB2L local chapters are
set per city and local activities such as information generation and consolidating, local
ecosystem mapping and networking events are
underway. Also, events at the major universities contribute to the awareness of a new reality for legal students. Major events are organized around the country as for example the
StartSe Lawtech Conference with more than
1500 attendees, 80 booths presenting transformational solutions and +30 top-notch
speakers. StartSe LawTech event
Conclusion and the way forward
Brazil is managing to bring the entire legal
ecosystem together, and due to its huge internal market has a big potential to become one
of the global leaders. Nowadays some of the
most forward-looking lawyers, law offices, inhouse legal departments, and courts are on a
transformational journey - each finding and
establishing their specific ways and plans.
Another confirmation that Brazil is on the
right track is the tweet from Mr. Richard
Susskind. With all of this happening in the
Brazillian legal ecosystem we are delighted to
be able to play an active role in participating
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and leading the legal transformation and we
are sure that is no better time for those who
are interested in this transformation to join us
on this wonderful quest.
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